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INTRODUCTION 

by Reuben Turner, Festival Committee Chairman 
It has been said that ca people chac sings c - Lives and the Jewish people have always been able to 
sing and make music. Be it on happy events or sad occasions the Jew has expressed his joy or 
grief in the form of music and song. This characteristic goes back to Genesis itself Right 
through the Bible it will be found that any great event is described in terms of music. 
The famous musicologist, Professor Percy Scholes writes in his Oxford Companion co 
Music:Throughouc the history of the Jewish people, we find music mentioned wich a frequency that 
perhaps exceeds that of its mention in che history of any other people'. The Ancient Temple in 
Jerusalem was the first permanent establishment of music for the Jewish people. Only the best 
instrumentalists and singers were employed to play and sing their praises to the Almighty. Four 
thousand singers and musicians took part in the Temple services. So throughout Jewish history 
music itself became. inseparable from Jewish worship, both in the synagogue and in the home. 
The melodies of the liturgy and the singing of the Z'mirot of the Sabbaths and Festivals as well 
as the folk-tunes composed by talented artists, created a strong link in the chain of Jewish 
history whi~h played no small part in the survival of the Jewish people. 

The music of the major religions is indebted to the chants which were heard originally in the 
synagogue and which were incorporated in their form of worship. The Psalms of King David 
are sung by every nation and modern-day compositions of Israel are heard throughout the 
world. Jews have contributed very considerably towards the field of music and song in all ages, 
and will no doubt continue to do so for all time. 

The B'nai B'rith Music Festival gives an opportunity to hear song and music of the past and 
the present, presented in an attractive and interesting manner, by artists and experts who are 
both talented and dedicated. 

GERALDINE AUERBACH 
Festival Director 

REUBEN TURNER 
Committee Chairman 
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FESTIVAL FRINGE 
Sunday and Wednesday Nights from 9.45 tilll1.30pm 

Admission 50p 

After the concert, or just for a night out, come along with your friends to the 
underground cafe at B'nai B'rith Hillel House and enjoy our sophisticated 

alternative 
late night entertainment. Refreshments available. 

PROGRAMME (starts approx. lO.lSpm unless otherwise stated) 

Sunday 17 June 
Tommy Schwartz - Internationally acclaimed Yiddish Folk Singer and Broadcaster 

Wednesday 20 June 8.45pm 
Spice of Life (Trio) Chasidic/Israeli/Pop/Humour 

Laurie Richman - Singer/Songwriter 

Sunday 24 June 
Andrea Baron in 'Twentieth Century Blues'. Cabaret songs of Gerswin, Weill, 

Eisler and Noel Coward 

Wednesday 27 June 
Vivien Sillon - Singer/Songwriter Mazel and Tov - Cabaret/Humour 

Sunday 1 July 
Colin Bray Chasidic Trio (Clarinet/Guitar/Bass) Music/Humour 

Wednesday 4 July 
Warren Wills and Friends Cabaret Angela Stone - Folksinger 

Sunday 8 July 
Pippa and Derek Reid. Yiddish Folklorists. Cabaret entertainment in Yiddish and English 
Serena Leader, Violin (Winner North London Music Festival) with Lucille Leader, Piano 

Wednesday 11 July 8.45 pm 
Last Night of the Fringe Warren Wills and Friends. Cabaret 
David Findlay. Folksinger Rockadimah Chasidic Rock Band 
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MESSAGE FROM GERALD KRAFT - INTERNATIONAL 
PRESIDENT OF B'NAI B'RITH 
Music is a universal language. But Jewish music speaks out of the Jewish soul. All of B'nai B'rith 
International is proud of your pioneering effort in bringing the beauties and significance of Jewish 
music to the consciousness of the people of Great Britain. It is our hope that your example in creating 
the Music Festival will be repeated in other parts of our organization, for the songs you sing and the 
music you play are songs and music that belong to Jews in every community in the world. 

I am delighted to congragulate you on your creative endeavour and to wish you much enjoyment and 
happiness that I know will be generated during the course of the festival. 

MESSAGE FROM SYL VIA LEWIN - PRESIDENT, B'NAI B'RITH 
DISTRICT 15 

Gerald Kraft 

B'nai B'rith feels great pride in being able to present a Festival of Jewish Music for the e.njoyment of 

the British public. 

This event, which is the first of its kind in this country, represents just one of the important aspects of 
B'nai B'rith's aims. As the oldest and biggest Jewish Service Organisation in the world, with half a 
million members in 45 countries, we are renowned for our welfare, cultural, educational and social 
activities. Based on local community groups, for all ages, B'nai B'rith deals with student welfare (Hillel 
Houses), help for the unemployed, flatlets for the elderly, Soviet Jewry, and Israeli projects. We have a 

flourishing youth organisation (BBYO). Through the Anti-Defamation League and International 
Council, as well as our observers at the United Nations and UNESCO, we are concerned with 
combating discrimination and anti-Semitism. 

I wish all those participating in the B'nai B'rith Music Festival, enjoyment and satisfaction. To give 
pleasure in sharing our musical heritage is the aim of our hardworking committee, chaired by Rev. 
Reuben Turner and our Festival Director Geraldine Auerbach to whom we extend our thanks. 

Sylvia Lewin 

SYL VIA LEWIN GERALD KRAFT 
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Sunday 17 June 7.15pm 
Greater London Council 

Queen Elizabeth Hall 
Opening Concert 

THE ZEMEL CHOIR 
Conductor Malcolm Singer 

ORANIM ISRAELI DANCE TROUPE 
Director Maurice Stone 

present 

HORA: A FESTIVAL OF SONG AND DANCE 

ZEMELCHOIR 

Odecha ki Anitani Salomone de Rossi 

Six Songs Paul Ben-Haim 

Yom Zeh Le-Yisrael arr. Dudley Cohen 

Halelu et Adoshem Yehezkel Braun 

Shivchei Ma'oz Naomi Shemer 

Hine Matov Trad 

Summertime George Gershwin I, 
'It ain't necessarily so' George Gershwin 

Three Yiddish Songs arr. Sargon 

Yerushalayim Shel Zahav Shemer 

Ki Mitzion arr. Amiran 

ORANIM 

Oranitn offer a vibrant performance of colourful dance and music reflecting different influences 
which make up the Israeli cultural mosaic: Chassidic, Yemenite, Arabic and Armenian as well as the 
exciting blend of style which represents the joy of youth. 

The troupe was formed in January 1979 and since that time has appeared at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, 
the Camden, City of London, and Hackney Festivals, Lambeth 'Dancebrolly', the Shaw Theatre (for 
the GLAA), London Entertains, the Labour Party Conference, The World Travel Market, various 
Community Relations Council and multi-cultural events and many functions for the Jewish 
Community in and around London. Its members are drawn from dance enthusiasts who study or work 
in the London area. 

For notes on Zemel Choir and Malcom Singer see page 21 
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We're here 
w en you need us 

Nobody likes to think about going into 
hospital, which is why our invitation may 
come as something of a surprise. 

We'd like to introduce you to the 
Clementine Churchill Hospital, because it's 
your local private hospital, established 3 
years ago to provide real community care 
and designed to treat everything from acute 
surgery to minor outpatient procedures. 
Proof lies in the excellent reputation we've 
gained in surgical and general patient care 
endorsed by many local Consultants 
and General Practitioners. 

But if you think "going private" means 
"very expensive", you 're in for another 
surprise. 

Firstly, if you have private medical 
insurance such as PPP or BUPA, you 'll 
be more than adequately covered in the 
majority of cases. 

Secondly, due to our fixed-scale 
charges for your room and operation, we 

THE 
CLEMENTINE CHURCHILL 

HOSPITAL 

guarantee you'll always know what the cost 
will be before you're admitted. 

And thirdly, care at the Clementine 
Churchill Hospital will cost a lot less - and 
be done a lot quicker - than you may have 
thought. 

So whether you're a privately or 
company insured individual or choose to 
pay directly for your own health care, you 
can find out more by simply completing the 
coupon and returning it to: 

FREEPOST, The Hospital Director, 
The Clementine Churchill Hospital, 
Sudbury Hill, Harrow HA1 3RX. 

r----------------
Please send me details of the Clementine 
Churchill Hospital (Please tick box(es» 

• Ma.;) Sports InjUry Clinic 
General hospital InformatIOn schedule 0 
charges Health Screening 
Know your health Insurance 

-~ ~Address ________ . 

.:,,~MI HOSPITALS 
z V ) " ' C'A " ~ ! W··'- 'tGi' ________ ~ ______ • 



Sunday 24 June 7.00pm 
Greater London Council 

PureeD Room 
Recital by 

Miriam Brickman - Piano Stanley Drucker - Clarinet 
Naomi Drucker - Clarinet Sybil Michelow - Mezzo 
Malcolm Williamson CBE, Master of the Queen's Music: - Piano 

This concert sponsored by 

The Clementine Churchill Hospital, Harrow 
Presented by B'nai B'rith 

Four Hebraic Melodies arr. Simeon Bellison 
To the Wedding J. Fitelberg 
Grandmother's Stories J. Weinberg 
Hebrew Dance B. Levinson 
The Maypole J. Weinberg 

Stanley Drucker and Miriam Brickman 
A Love Song (sung in Hebrew) Mark Lavry 
Three Traditional Melodies arr. Ravel 

Mejerke, main Suhn (sung in Yiddish) 
Die Alte Kashe (sung in Yiddish) 
Kaddish (sung in Hebrew) 

Sybil Michelow and Malcolm Williamson 
Sonata for Clarinet and Piano Leonard Bernstein 

Grazioso fI 

Andantino 
Vivace e leggiero 

N aomi Drucker and Miriam Brickman 

Rhapsody in Blue George Gershwin 

INTERVAL 

Spring Changes (first UK performance) Ronald Senator 
Variations for Clarinet and piano 

Stanley Drucker and Miriam Brickman 

A Star Fell Down (sung without a break) 
I can't put these thoughts into shape 
At sundown 
A star fell down 

Exchanges of Love 
Upon the tree of my love 
Seek death no longer 

Paul Ben-Hairn 
(sung in English) 

David Hadda 
(sung in English) 

Sybil Michelow and Malcolm Williamson 

Concert Piece in F Minor Op.l13 Mendelssohn 
Allegro con fuoco 
Andante 
Presto 

Stanley Drucker, Naomi Drucker, Miriam Brickman 
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Programme Notes 24 June 1984 

Four Hebraic Melodies arr. Simeon Bellison 

Jacob Weinberg, most exemplary of the three composers, (Levinson, Fitelberg) was born in Odessa 
in 1879, and was one of the most active members of the Moscow Chapter of the Society for Jewish 
Folk Music. He emigrated to New York, where he continued his work and died some 30 years ago. 

A Love Song (Hebrew) Marc Lavry (Words by Ben Gavriel) 

Your heart is like a lovely perfume wafting over the waters as they reflect the stars of the sky. Your 
love came to me like the fragrance of good spices on the wings of the wind, and flew to the height 
of the stars, there, where our souls merged as in the moment of our birth. 

Three Traditional Melodies arr. Ravel 

Mejerke, Main Suhn (Yiddish) 
This conversation between father and son is typical of the tradition of questioning ever"! answer in 
order to deepen understanding: ('Tatanju' is an affectionate term for father) 

'Before whom do you stand?' ... 'Before the King of Kings.' 
'What do you pray for?' .. . 'Sons, long life and food.' 

'Why sons?' ... 'They study the Torah.' 
'Why a long life?' ... 'Life is holy.' 

'Why food?' ... 'So I can give praise to the Lord.' 

Die Alte Kashe (Yiddish) 

The age-old question is asked ... ....... but there is no single answer. Man, as always, will find 
whatever answer he wishes to find! 

Kaddish (A Song of Praise) (Hebrew) 

The underlying thought of the Kaddish is its hope of redemption for mankind and sanctification 
of God's name throughout the world, so that in times of trouble and personal bereavement the 
Kaddish came to be recited as a source of consolation. Originally, however, it had no connection 
with the dead. Indeed, it is a song of praise, glorifying, honouring and extolling the name of the 
Holy One. 

Sonata for Clarinet and Piano Leonard Bernstein 
This was Bernstein's first published work. The 23 year old composer went to Key West, Florida 
in the summer of 1941 to find relief for his hay fever, and conceived his sonata there. The work is 
in two movements. The first is in the neo-classical idiom of Paul Hindemith, the second is in four 
sections, alternating slow and fast. There are echoes of Aaron Copland here, yet the voice is now 
clearly Bernstein's own. 

Rhapsody in Blue (original solo version) George Gershwin 

Gershwin was a master composer and although this piece, the Rhapsody in Blue, was his first 
serious concert piece (commissioned by Paul Whiteman for piano and jazz band, and premiered in 
Aeolian Hall), no American concert work has gone on to such widespread and enduring 
popularity. 

INTERVAL 
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Spring Changes Ronald Senator 
was written for Stanley Drucker and Miriam Brickman, who gave its premiere last month in 
New York's Carnegie Recital Hall. The work is a set of variations, or 'changes', on a theme (of 
inter-locking thirds) heard at the outset, with fanfare flourishes. The variations express many 
moods, from serene to agitated, from sombre to gay. One is a blues: another exploits harmonic 
clusters. 
'starkly powerful combination of clarinet . .. and cascading octaves for the piano'. The New York 
Times May 18, 1984. 

Dr. Ronald Senator studied composition at Oxford with Egon Wellesz, the distinguished pupil of 
Schoenberg, and has since established an international reputation as both composer and music 
educator. His many works include five operas - the last, Insect Play, a collaboration with U rsula 
Vaughan Williams, to be presented next year by the Royal College of Music at the Coliseum. In a 
different vein, his musical, Trotsky, text by Anthony Burgess, will open at the Village Gate New 
York next year. His Kaddish for Terezir~ a commemoration of the Holocaust using children's poems 
from the Nazi camp, as well as liturgical texts, will be given in Jerusalem, in New York (including 
a performance in Fifth Avenue's Temple Immanu-El), and in London by the Zemel Choir. 

A Star Fell Down (Kochav Nafal) 
(sung without a break) 

Paul Ben-Haim 
Poems by Matti Katz 
Translation by P. Vernon 

The three songs in this cycle were composed in 1969 and 1970. The first and second were 
commissioned by the family of the gifted young poet Matti Katz who perished on active 
service when not yet twenty years old. Paul Ben-Haim added the third song which bears the 
title of the cycle since he felt this would give a deeper understanding of the poetry of this 
extraordinary young man. The composer's intuition and the poet's eloquence combine to make 
this cycle a true memorial to Matti Katz. 

I can't put those thoughts into shape .. .. I fprgot everything, how all began. I only 
remember a tree and an Indian summer; a bush that was sending its flowers. I remember the 
middle way .... the point that separates from the highways of the kings. 

The sun is setting and I fmd myself among lanes that are dark. Between the horrors that burn 
at the feet of a deceitful world, I lift up my eyes to the red-coloured heavenly trails, and 
towards the kings' ways are flowing sleepy streams of asphalt. The sun is setting .... I find . 
. . . myself .. . . 

Last night .... last night, between Cassiopeia and Great Bear, a star fell down. A life of man 
ran out. New hopes were born precisely at the time of zero seconds. 
A life in grey and a hope in rose look onto a vague eternity . .. . look onto a colourless night. 
They laugh. They laugh. Opposite a world of rose and grey. 

Exchanges of Love David Hadda 
Poems: Jehudith Sternberg 

Seek death no longer, my friend, 
There are other places as dark and quiet enough where all your dreams and desires may end. 
Death is not true love coming to many, and even life has its charms. 
Come. You will find such peace as you long for in my arms. 

Upon the tree of my love you are the white flower grown from my blood, 
Bursting on every bough. 
My leaves surround you a shelt'ring hands a candle. 
My rising branches reach the sun for you. 
The flowers have wilted: 
Upon the tree of my love you are the white snow. 
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David Hadda was born in Breslau and came to London in 1933 when he studied composition and 
singing with Alan Bush and Elena Gerhard respectively. Between 1950 and 1959 he lived and 
worked in Israel where he was well known as a conductor and composer. He now lives in London. 

Concertpiece No.1 opus 113 in F minor Mendelssohn 
This brilliant work was composed in 1832 in Munich for the Italian clarinet virtuosi Heinrich 
Joseph Baermann and his son Kar!' There are three movements. 

BIOGRAPHIES 

Miriam Brickman is a pianist of unusual creativity and range. Since graduating from Queens 
College and the Juilliard School of Music she has become the innovator of a unique programme of 
dramatizations in the original language - French, Italian, German, Spanish - of the literary sources 
that inspired the composer. n addition she is a chamber musician and soloist. She has premiered many 
new works (some written especially for her). In her London debut last year, Joan Chissell o( The 
Times' commented on her sensitivity to tone and detailed verbal inflexion, and creating 'atmospheric 
melodramas, paralleling and framing the text with skilful timing and care for balance.' Raymond 
Ericson (New York Times) wrote of her impressive clear distinction between many musical styles. 

Miriam Brickman, endorsed by the United States Department of State, has returned from her third 
Southeast Asian tour. She has performed extensively in the U.S., South America, Australia, New 
Zealand, the Far East, on radio and television, and on cruise ships all over the world. She recently 
organised a chamber music cruise on the M/S Sagafjord. In May this year Miss Brickman organised a 
concert at Carnegie Hall featuring Naomi and Stanley Drucker, which included chamber music 
and dance. Miriam Brickman has taught in The City University of New York, and is at present on the 
staff of the Juilliard School of Music. 

Naomi Drucker is a graduate of Hofstra University, and has been a member of the Music Faculty 
there for twenty years. As an international soloist, she has presented concerts in Japan, Great Britain, 
the Leningrad and Tschaikowsky Conservatories in the Soviet Union, and at the University of 
Toronto, for the International Clarinet Congress. She is a founding member of Clarinetwork 
International and performs in its festivals in Washington, D.e. Naomi and Stanley Drucker recently 
presented a recital and master class in Buenos Aires, and performed the Krommer 'Concerto' for two 
clarinets with the Philharmonia Virtuosi. She has appeared as guest soloist and as principal clarinet 
with many orchestras in the United States. 

Stanley Drucker was just 19 when he joined the New York Philharmonic Orchestra as assistant 
principal and E-flat clarinet. He was the youngest player in the orchestra at the time. He became 
principal clarinet in 1960. 

Mr. Drucker has appeared as soloist with the New York Philharmonic over 70 times. He has also 
frequently been a soloist with ensembles and orchestras all over the world. His chamber music 
appearances have included those with the Cleveland, Guarneri and Juilliard Quartets. During the 
summer of 1973 Mr. Drucker toured Japan as a recitalist and as soloist. 

Mr. Drucker has made many recordings including Debussy's Premiere Rapsodie and Nielsen's 
Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra, both with the New York Philharmonic under Leonard 
Bernstein. He has also recorded Vally Weigl's Nature Moods, a work written especially for him. Mr. 
Drucker's recording ofJohn Corigliano's Clarinet Concerto with Zubin Mehta and the 
Philharmonic on New World Records was nominated for two international awards. 

Stanley Drucker is a member of the Faculty of the Juilliard School and is listed in Grove's 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, and the Britamlica Book of Music. 
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Sybil Michelow has been actively concerned with music since the age of four, and her allied 
interests in subsequent years have included teaching, adjudicating, composition and participation in 
chamber music groups as pianist. 
Her choice of singing as a full time career has resulted in regular appearances on the concert platform 
both in the British Isles and abroad, with distinguished conductors and orchestras. 
Apart from her work on Television and B.B.e. Sound, she has recorded for E.M.I., Pye and Argo. 
She has sung at the Edinburgh Festival, Covent Garden, and the Promenade Concerts, and in 1968 
was the soloist in the celebrated 'Last Night'. 
Sybil Michelow commands a vast range of the contralto repertoire, and apart from the Classics and 
Romantics, has given first performances of many contemporary works, some of which have been 
specially written for her. 
Though born and educated in South Mrica, Miss Michelow has made her home in London, and is 
married to a Doctor. 

Malcolm Williamson C.B.E. was born in Sydney, Australia, and came to London in 1950. He 
holds three Doctorates of Music: Sydney, Melbourne and Princeton, U .S.A. He was awarded an 
Honorary Doctorate in the Open University of Great Britain for services to Music and Medicine, the 
last in connection with work for the mentally handicapped. In addition he holds a Post Graduate 
Medical Fellowship at the University of New South Wales for clinical work in the field of mentally 
handicapped children. 
Mr. Williamson is the visiting Professor of Music at the University of Strathclyde. In 1975 he was 
appointed Master of the Queen's Music and he has now made his home in this country. We are indeed 
delighted to have him with us tonight, and as a patron of this Festival. 

" 

NAOMl DRUCKER 

STANLEY DRUCKER This page spon ored by YBlL MICHELOW 
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PAUL BEN-HAlM 

Paul Ben-Haim was born Paul Frankenburger in Munich in 1897 and he adopted the 
surname Ben-Haim some years after he had settled in Israel. 

He studied piano, conducting and composition in Munich and became an assistant to Bruno 
WaIter and Hans Knappertsbusch. 

His early works were clearly written in the Central European tradition in which environment he 
grew up; but after settling in Israel in 1933 he sought expression in the new and exciting 
sounds of the Near East. 

Ben Haim met and worked with Bracha Zefira, a singer and folklore collector, and through her 
he became acquainted with just the material he was seeking. And it is certain that he did create 
a unique musical style, an unusual blend of Oriental and Western culture, and laid the -
foundations upon which many composers following on, added their individual voices. 

The Festival is sprinkled with works by this esteemed composer. His works include piano 
music, two symphonies, chamber music, a concerto for strings, liturgical music and vocal music 
including many settings of folk songs. The vocalise entitled 'Three Songs Without Words' 
which will be included in the concert on 27th June is an example of the very individual way in 
which he uses orchestral colouring. 

RECORDING OF B'NAI B'RITH CONCERTS 

Recording of some of these concerts has been made possible by grams from: 

B'nai B'rith International: Adult Jewish Education Department 
B'nai B'rith International: Programme Co-ordinating Committee 
Jack & Charlotte Spitzer: Past International President B'nai B'rith 
Joseph & Jacqueline Domberger: President B'nai B'rith Continental Europe 
David & Ruth Stern: Hon. National President B'nai B'rith Great Britain 
Harry & Shirley Kingsley: B'nai B'rith International Vice-President (Gt. Britain) 

Cassettes will be available for purchase from: 
B'nai B'rith Music Festival 
B'nai B'rith Hillel House 
1/2 Endsleigh Street 
London WC1H ODS 

Tel: 01-387 5278 

Please write for catalogue 
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Wednesday 27th June S.OOpm 
St John's Smith Square, London SWlP 3HA 

Director: Joanna Brendon 

PAUL BEN-HAlM TRmUTE CONCERT 
A concert in honour of the celebrated Israeli composer who died earlier this year aged 86 

BEN URI CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Leader - Simon Fischer 

Sydney Fixman - Conductor Sybil Michelow - Mezzo Soprano 

TICKETS £3 .00 £4.00 and £5.00 
FROM The Box Office, St. John 's mith Square, London WIP 3HA Telephone 0 1-222 106 1. Please enclose S.A.E. 

or B'nai B'rith Music Festival Box Office, Hillel House, 112 Endsleigh Street, London W lH ODS 

Canzonas on a Theme of Rameau 

Three Songs Without Words 
Arioso 
Ballad 
Sephardic Melody 

INTERVAL 

Wilfred J osephs (born 1927) 

Paul Ben-Haim (1897-1984) 

Three Sephardic Songs 
Lofty Mountains 

11 
Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco (1895-1968) 

Let Us Behold 
One Evening 

Concerto Grosso No.2 for String Orchestra 
Maesroso/Allegro 

Ernest Bloch (1880-1959) 

Andante 
Allegro 
Tranquillo/Allegro 

RECEPTION 6 30pm 

The Footstool Restaurant, St John's Smith Square 
Before this Concert there will be a Festival Buffet where you can meet for a light meal 

(under supervision) 
Alexander Knapp will give a short talk on Paul Ben-Hairn. Honoured guests will include 

Dr Eli Rosen, Cultural Attache at the Israeli Embassy and other patrons. 

This reception will be limired to 200 people, and rhe restaurant will be closed to the public. 
Please book in advance. TICKETS £7.50 

This page sponsored by 
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Programme Notes 27 June 1984 

Canzonas on a Theme of Rameau Op.49 Wilfred Josephs 
Josephs' 'Canzonas on a Theme of Rameau' was commissioned to mark the 50th anniversary of the 
Ben Uri ·Art Society, and is dedicated to Sydney Fixman. It was completed in December 1965. 
'Canzona' is a word that has developed a number of meanings over several centuries, but in Rameau's 
own time (1683-1764) it referred chiefly to a more or less short instrumental piece in loosely fugal style. 
In the present case it may be taken to define the relationship between Josephs' piece and the rondeau 
on which it is based, a relation much freer than that expected in a set of variations but somewhat 
stricter than would be suggested by the title 'Fantasy'. Unlike a set of variations, which normally takes 
its theme as a starting point, Canzonas works towards Rameau's rondeau. It is not till near the end that 
the theme is heard completely. The composer also intends the title to imply a series of 'song-like' 
developments making up an essentially lyrical work. 

Josephs begins with a passage related to the Rameau in its use of parallel thirds in stepwise melodic 
motion, but in his own style in its chromatic inflexions of harmony and its subtle rhythmic 
articulation. Then, over a held dissonant chord played pianissimo but unmuted on violins and cellos, 
the first section of the Rameau is played without ornamentation by two solo violins and a viola, muted 
but mezzo-piano. As the composer has described it, 'it is almost as if someone in the next room is 
playing Rameau while you are listening to me - writing on material related to the Rameau'. The 
interaction between the two composers and their styles continues throughout, with part of the Rameau 
introduced in a more ruminatory middle section, dropping suddenly to half-speed for a lyrical violin 
solo. 

When the musical affmities have clearly been demonstrated, the Rameau appears in full ornamented 
glory by way of climax, but transposed into C Major. Then a coda of Josephs lingering over differing 
textures of the chord of C Major punctually but poetically rounds off the work. 

Bernard Jacobson 

Three Songs Without Words Paul Ben-Haim 
The three parts of this little Suite carry their own sub-titles: 

Arioso . .. Ballad . .. Sephardic Melody. 
It is most imaginatively scored for Harp, Woodwind and Strings and the Voice is used as an ensemble 
instrument so that words seem totally unnecessary. In fact Ben-Haim felt the solo part could be equally 
well expressed by a number of instruments such as the Violin, or the Flute, or the Oboe, or the 
Clarinet, or the Bassoon, or the Viola, or the Cello, or even . . . the Saxophone! It is hardly surprising 
that the author of these notes should find the original vocal version the most appealing! 

It is worth quoting the footnote which appears on the score .. . The composer explains the three parts 
of the Suite as 'tone pictures of an oriental mood' and adds that 'whoever's imagination needs 
additional prompting may think that the long-breathed melodies of the Arioso were inspired by the 
mood of a summer day's pitiless heat in the bare Judean hills, while the Ballad pictures the 
monotonous babbling of an oriental story teller. The last song is based on a traditional folk-tune of 
Sephardic Jewish origin . ... a veritable pearl which I have only given a setting.' 

For me the work is indeed a little gem! 

Sybil Michelow 
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Three Sephardic Songs (flrst performance in Britain) Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco 
Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco was born in Florence to a Sephardic family. He emigrated to the United 
States of America in 1939. His compositions include several works of Jewish interest. The Three 
Sephardic Songs are dated 1959 and were orchestrated in 1960. 

You lofty mountains and shores along the sea, 
oh tell me where my love is hidden, 
my dear beloved one, to whom I gave my heart. 

Ah! You should love me as I love you, 
or I should surely die of grief. 
Time passes by and time advances, 
bringing me e'er closer to despair. 

Along the road where I am passing, 
don't you see my shadow, 
all in tears and all in pain, 
'tis from you that comes all my pain. 

Ah! You should love me as I love you, 
or I should surely die of grief. 
Time passes by and time advances, 
bringing me e'er closer to despair. 

Let us behold together 
the love that binds us both together 
now we must enjoy. 

The trees are weeping for rain, 
and the mountains for air. 
And so are weeping my poor eyes for you, 
my dear beloved. 

The rain came down and watered the earth, 
watered the road and courtyards, 
just like the tears, beloved mine, that flowed 
out of my eyes. 

One evening when all was still, 
I gathered all my courage 
to see your secret chamber. 

I beg you 
to leave the door unfastened and let the candle be 
extinguished. 
Ta ra la y la hoppa ... 
I know that you care for me, 
you know that I care for you, 
your mother does not care for either. 
May the Lord grant she sleeps tonight 
and that her door is shut tightly, 
Ta ra la y la hoppa ... 
My skin is not exactly white nor too swarthy, 
nor anything for you to boast of 
as the reason you fancied me 
and entered deep into my heart. 
Ta ra la y la hoppa .. . 
(English version: Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco) 

" 

Concerto Grosso No.2 for String Orchestra Ernest Bloch 
The Second Concerto Grosso, written in 1952, differs from its earlier counterpart by its modality and 
instrumentation. Written twenty-seven years later, it has no keyboard continuo and the solo Quartet 
(Concertino) section contains more complex material, especially in the flnal movement. 

The style is more impersonal and abstract, though the Bloch harmonic essence is there. The opening 
movement follows the typical Concerto Grosso Overture form, with its ABA structure. An 
introductory Maestoso contains a fuga I Allegro, returning to the opening Maestoso, leading directly to 
the second movement, Andante, in pastoral mood. The third movement, Allegro, in lively duple 
rhythm almost like a tuneful Gavotte, has an amusing middle passage (Trio) with triplets that shortly 
return to the duple time ending abruptly. The fourth movement is the most difficult and substantial 
part of the work, fluctuating from Tranquillo through Animato Energico, Tranquillo and Allegro. It 
has an ostinato motive giving the effect of a Passacaglia, in descending chromatic scale, taken over by 
different voices of the orchestra. Transformed rhythmically with Bloch's usual craftsmanship, it brings 
back at the end echoes of the Andante and also the opening themes with their characteristic octave 
skips. The flnal cadence is surprising as the last chromatic passages bring a flnal and unexpected major 
chord. 
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Ben Uri Chamber Orchestra 
The Ben Uri Chamber Orchestra was formed in 1962 and has appeared at major concert halls, 
including the Queen Elizabeth Hall, music festivals and university festivals. It follows a policy of 

commissioning and presenting contemporary music. 

Sydney Fixman 
Sydney Fixman has appeared with many leading orchestras in Britain and abroad, and conducted 
performances with many of the world's leading soloists. He has conducted for the BBC on both 
television and radio as well as for American television. He has shown particular interest in Jewish 
music and has become one of its leading executants. Amongst the many performances of works of 
special Jewish interest that he has conducted, is included the first performance in England of Darius 
Milhaud's 'Service Sacre' with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. He has also conducted this orchestra 
in works by Ernest Bloch, including his 'Avodath Hakodesh' and, earlier this season, a performance of 

the rarely heard work 'Trois Poemes Juifs'. Fixman has also presented much Israeli music, including 
works by Ben-Haim and Partos, and he has recently returned from his sixth season as guest conductor 
in Israel. With the Ben Uri Chamber Orchestra, Fixman has presented much contemporary music 
with many performances of commissioned works, including tonight's Josephs' 'Canzonas', which is 
dedicated to him. 

He is also Director of the Institute for Jewish Music Studies and Performance. 

Sybil Michelow for biography and photograph see page 11. 

COl/ductor Bm Uri Or h CSlra 
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Sunday 1st July 7.30pm 
St John's Smith Square, London SWIP 3HA 

Director: Joanna Brendon 

JEWISH MUSIC FROM THE 12th - 20th CENTURY 
THE ZEMEL CHOm 

Ma1colm Singer Musical Director 
Maureen Creese Accompanist 

Roben Brody Tenor 
Louis Garb Tenor 

Victor Tunkel Narrator 
Presented by B'nai B'rith 

This concert sponsored by 
WALTER HUBERT ESQ. 

This concert will seek to explore Jewish musical experience down through the length of our 
history and across the width of our dispersal. There will be a sampling of music of the Jewish 
people from the earliest notated to that of our own time, chosen to catch as many as possible of 
the musical facets of Jewish culture: the ancient prayer-modes and chants; their development in 
one direction under European influence and in another among the Jews of the Orient; the 
advent of polyphony and harmony; the influence of renaissance and baroque; the emancipation 
of musical taste; and the synthesis with or submersion by modern art music. 

Some of the pieces chosen will not have been heard before, in this country at least. So the aim 
of the concert will be not only to delight but to irwigue and surprise the ear; and certainly to 
extend the conventional notion of 'Jewish music'. 

Tsena Ur'ena (Song of Songs Ill, 11) Yehezkel Braun (1922) 
The triumphant closing chorale of this modern setting of Shir HaShirim, commissioned for the 1973 
Zimriya in Israel: 'Go out, you daughters of Zion, and greet King Solomon, wearing his crown on 
this, his joyful wedding day ... . ' 

Baruch Hagever notation by Ovadiah the Norman (c.1120) 
These five verses, selected from Jeremiah, Proverbs III and Job V, were found set to music in a 
manuscript in the Cairo Geniza. The author, Ovadiah, was an Italian Benedictine monk, Giovanni of 
Oppido, who converted to Judaism in 1102, learned Hebrew in Baghdad and lived his later life in 
Egypt. The musical notation, Lombardic neumes, has been decoded with the help of Benedictine 
Fathers who make a special study of their early music. But the experts are divided as to how the pieces 
should sound. The version heard tonight is that suggested by the Israeli musicologist Hanoch Avenary. 

Cantillation and Missinai Melodies traditional, arr. Tunkel and Singer 
Passover: (a) Shir HaShirim (The Song of Songs) (b) the Tal kaddish 
Ninth of Av: (a) Echa (Lamentations) (b) Eli Tsiyon 
New Year: (a) the Akeda (Genesis XXII) (b) the Great Alenu 

Robert Brody, Tenor 
(a) Cantillation, the chanting of prescribed portions of scripture, is central to Jewish worship. Every 
word of the Hebrew Bible carries a musical sign for this purpose. These three examples of less usual 
cantillation modes, used by Ashkenazic Jews on special occasions, are each followed by a seasonally 
linked missinai melody. 
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(b) Missinai melodies: these are specific to certain prayers. They originate in the Rhineland and 
pre-date the Crusades. Tal - dew - is prayed for at Passover, in anticipation of the long dry summer 
in Israel. Eli Tsiyon is the concluding kina (poem of sorrow and mourning) of the liturgy for the Fast 
of Av which commemorates the destruction of both Temples. Almu is a declaration of faith and hope 
said daily; but at the penitential festivals it is said with great solemnity and prostration. It was adopted 
as their cfying song by Jewish martyrs of the Middle Ages. The text, which is pre-Christian, has been 
censored to remove what was alleged to be an anti-Christian allusion; and the words removed remain 
omitted in the Ashkenazic rite. They will be spoken in a low voice in this performance, as was 
probably the ancient custom. 

Shema Kolenu Mordecai Herschman (1888-1940) 
Louis Garb, Tenor 
'Hear our voice, Oh Lord. Be merciful and acct:pt our prayer. Allow us to return to thee.' 

An example of the hazanut (cantorial art) of Hazan Herschman, one of the foremost cantors of the 
'golden age'. The East European style of hazanut caBs for great vocal agility, and skill in improvising 
within a modal framework - here the seliha mode of the penitential festivals. 

Mashpil Ge'im Chemjo Vinaver (1900-74) 
Robert Brody, Tenor 
'Who lowers the haughty but raises the lowly, frees the imprisoned, helps the poor and answers his 
people's cry .... blessed art thou, who has redeemed Israel.' From the Sabbath morning service, an 
example of the prayer mode known as ahava rabba. Vinaver has kept strictly within the traditional 
mode and its motifs until the very last choir responses, where he felt the need for a more modern 
tonality. 

Sham'a Vatismah Tsiyon (Psalm 97) Abraham Davidovitch 
Louis Garb, Tenor 
From the sequence of joyful psalms welcoming the sabbath, this setting was assured of success when it 
was recorded by Gershon Sirota (1874-1943), the near legendary hazan of Warsaw in the early part of 
this century. (Sirota was the first hazan ever to be recorded, in 1903.) 

'Zion heard and rejoiced, and the cities of Judah were gladdened because of thy judgments, 0 Lord.' 

'Kedusha Motet' Spain, c.l450; ed. Werner 
Sharon Eckman Camus David Taylor Tenor Robert Brody Concralenor 
This strange trio in counterpoint was found in a library in Seville. Mter a promising beginning 'Cados, 
cados, Adonay Cherubim ... ' it descends into a mish-mash of what seems Arabic, Spanish and, 
frankly, gibberish. Eric We mer, its editor, has suggested some Marrano purpOSt behind the corrupt or 
disguised Hebrew. Another theory is that it is an anti-semitic parody, mocking the music of the 
Spanish Jews. Either way it could well contain in one or more of its parts some elements of the song of 
the last Jews in Spain. 

Odecha (Psalm 118) alamone Rossi (c.l565-1628) 
Rossi, of distinguished Jewish lineage, was one of the great musical innovators of the Italian 
Renaissance. Hazan, viol virtuoso and prolific composer, he became court musician to the Dukes of 
Mantua in association with Monteverdi. Actively encouraged by Rabbi Leon of Modena (himself an 
accomplished musician) Rossi wrote 33 pieces of the new-style choral music for the Ferrara synagogue 
which thus became the first to include European art-music in its service. The experimeot was short
lived: the opposition of the more conservative worshippers and the disruption of Jewish life following 
the invasion of Mantua by the Austrians in 1630 severed this brief cultural contact. Rossi's synagogue 
compositions, published in 1622, were soon forgotten and only rediscovered last century. 
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Cantata Ebralca Carlo Grossi (1681) ed. Adler 
Robert Brody Tenor 
A baroque cantata in Hebrew, with solo tenor and choir alternating. It was commissioned by a 
Mantuan fraternity of Shomerim LaBoker - literally, watchers for the dawn, night-watchmen. Their 
custom was apparently to pray and sing all night on Hoshana Rabba; and this cantata is to celebrate 
the anniversary of their foundation. 

Grossi, a non-Jewish composer from Vicenza, must have had a good deal of detailed guidance from the 
fraternity in order to produce a work of this nature. 

INTERVAL 

Hamesiah U'mim Christiano Guiseppe Lidarti (1730-93) ed. Adler 
Robert Brody and Louis Garb Tenors 
A short extract from nishmat of the Sabbath and Festival morning service, probably for Simhat Torah 
or Shabbat B'reshit in the Portuguese synagogue in Amsterdam. Lidarti, a non-Jew born in Vienna of 
Italian parents, recived regular commissions from the Amsterdam community for settings of their 
liturgy. His compositions continued to be sung there, especially on Simhat Torah, until modern times. 

Two Ladino Songs arr. Paul Ben-Haim (1897-1984) 
Ladino is the vernacular of the descendants of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews who were expelled 
from Spain in 1492. They carried their ancestral Spanish throughout the Mediterranean lands of their 
dispersal and thus preserved not only the language but also the musical culture of medieval Spain. 

Ben-Haim, the leading composer of modern Israel, died on January 15th. His large-scale orchestral 
works have been widely acclaimed but he is perhaps especially admired for his sensitive and lyrical 
reworking of folk-song. 

Though both are love-songs dwelling on the symbol ott he rose, the first, La Rosa Enflorece, is of 
longing; whereas the second, Puncha, Puncha, reflects the bitterness of rejection. 

Der Rebbe arr. Samuel Alman (1877-1947) 
Sid Eckman Terwr Robert Brody Piano Accordion 
The comparable vernacular of the Ashkenazic Jews is Yiddish, based on medieval German. Here the 
music is hasidic, in the Beshtian-hasidic style of rollicking Ukrainian folk-song: 'Our rabbi has said 
"Be happy!" , 

Music of the Jews of the Orient 
Extracts from recordings made some years ago among the oriental communities in Israel. The singers 
and musicians included recently-arrived immigrants from North Africa, Arabia, Central Asia and India. 
Whereas the secular pieces show the assimilation of Jewish culture to that of the neighbou~ing peoples, 
the examples of religious music, especially cantillation, remain distinct and authentic. 

Enosh K'hatsir Yamav (Psalm lO3) Louis Lewandowski (1821-94) 
No selection of Jewish liturgical music would be truly representative without something of 
Lewandowski, probably the most widely-sung of synagogue composers. Much influenced by 
Mendelssohn (whose cousin was Lewandowski's patron) and much encouraged by the emancipated 
community of mid-19th century Berlin, he bridged the older musical tradition of his Polish boyhood 
and their more sophisticated taste. His music though sometimes facile has an instant appeal and is very 
singable. Here we find him in unusually sombre mood, conveying the psalmist'S reminder of our 
mortality: 'Man's life is like the grass of the field. Briefly it flourishes; and then the wind blows and it 
is gone. But God's love never fails.' 
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Shomer Yisrael Samuel Alman (1877-1947) arr. Saunders 
'Guardian ofIsrael, guard the remnant of Israel .. . ' This poignant plea for God's love and protection 
from further destruction was probably written at the time of the Crusades. Originally said only on Fast 
days, it is now included in the daily tahanun service. 

Alman was born in Podolia but for most of his working life was choirmaster at London's Great and 
Hampstead Synagogues. His numerous liturgical compositions are mainly in the Eastern European 
tradition, but this tender and much-loved piece has a distinct English feeling. For the English 
'remnant' perhaps this heightens the pathos. 

Yih'yu L'Ratson (Psalm 19) Ernest Bloch (1880-1959) 
Bloch was the first composer of stature in the wider musical world to set a complete synagogue service. 
His Avodath Hakodesh (1933) is for hazzan, choir and orchestra. But Part III of the service opens with 
unaccompanied choir singing this little prayer for the acceptance of prayer. 

The Jewishness of Bloch's music has been frequently debated. He aimed to express Jewish spirituality. 
Sometimes he uses recognisable elements of Ashkenazic music; at other times his approach is his own. 

Kiddush Kurt Weill (1900-50) 
Louis Garb Tenor 
From the Fnday evening service, the blessing over the wine and the sanctwcation of the sabbath. 
Better known for his music for the satirical stage in pre-Nazi Germany and in America, Weill wrote 
this kiddush at the invitation of the Park Avenue Synagogue, New York. 

Yerushalayim Shel Zahav Naomi Shemer (1933- ) arr. Aldema 
Linda Freedman Soprano 
Perhaps the most popular addition to the Jewish repertoire in recent years, this was written just before 
the reunification of the City ofJerusalem in 1967. What had been a lament for the distant and 
unattainable was suddenly transformed into an anthem of thanksgiving. 

Hatikva 

Programme notes © Victor Tunkel 1984 
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THE ZEMEL CHOIR 
The Zemel Choir was established by Dudley Cohen in 1955 in order to explore the world ofJewish 
Choral Music. Whilst the core of its repertoire has remained distinctly Jewish, the choir has taken on a 
broader range of choral traditions from renaissance to contemporary composers and is recognised today 
as one of the world's frnest Jewish choirs. 

The choir appears regularly at the Queen Elizabeth Hall and has participated in such festivals as the 
International Eisteddfod in Wales and the Zimriya in Israel. Of the many recordings issued since its 
formation, Ernest Bloch's 'Sacred Service' with the London Symphony Orchestra conducted by 
Geoffrey Simon, the choir's second musical director, is available through Chandos Records and a new 
L.P. of Israeli art and folk songs was released last year. 

Past seasons have included concerts at Westminster Abbey, Westminster Cathedral and major musical 
centres. It has on numerous occasions been invited by various orchestras to take part in choral works. 
The choir featured prominently in the I.T.Y. series 'Come Sunday'. 

During their highly acclaimed and successful tour of New York, Toronto and Montreal in 1981 they 
recorded a programme for the Canadian Broadcasting Company. The choir's future plans include 
further recordings reflecting the breadth of their new repertoire. The choir has recently performed in 
Amsterdam, The Hague, Zurich, Basel and Geneva and plans are being made for further tours overseas. 

Malcolm Singer, born in 1953, gained his first conducting experience whilst a Junior Exhibitioner 
at the Royal Academy of Music, London. At Cambridge he formed and conducted the Magdalene 
College Orchestra as well as conducting a chamber orchestra at the CUMC concerts. He studied in 
Europe with Nadia Boulanger and Gyorgy Ligeti. 

On returning to Britain in 1977, he joined the staff of the Yehudi Menuhin School, during which time 
he continued his conducting, working with the French'Radio Orchestra at Aix-en-Provence in 1979 
and directing his own music in Budapest in 1980. He spent three years as musical director of the 
Weybridge Male Voice Choir, and led this choir to several victories in Festivals noted for their fierce 
competition and rivalry! Malcolm Singer was awarded a 1980 Harkness Fellowship to spend two years 
at the Centre for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics at Stanford University, California. He 
conducted at Stanford University and Mills College, working sometimes with the British soprano, 
Jane Manning. 

Since returning from America, Malcolm Singer has been appointed musical director of the Zemel 
Choir, and conductor of the City University Orchestra. In 1983 he also conducted the Bournemouth 
Sinfonietta, and a Summer Course with the London Schools Concert Orchestra. In March, 1984, he 
conducted the premiere of his own composition, 'Making Music' (a B.B.c. Commission) at the Royal 
Festival Hall, with the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra, and in May, 1984 he took the Zemel Choir on a 
European Tour. He is currently completing a chamber work commissioned by the Yehudi Menuhin 
School, which will be premiered at the Wigmore Hall in July, 1984. 

Maureen Creese was born in London and began formal piano lessons at the age of eight. She took 
her G.R.S.M. degree at the Royal College of Music, where her piano professor was Lilian Gaskell. It 
was during her time at the R.C.M. that an already established love of duo and ensemble playing was 
fostered and encouraged, and Maureen Creese found herself much in demand as an accompanist. She 
now divides her time between teaching and performing, being the official accompanist to both the 
Harrow Opera Workshop and the Zemel Choir. She toured Israel with Zemel in 1977 and 
U.S.A./Canada in 1981. Her London appearances have included concerts at the Queen Elizabeth Hall 
and St. John's Smith Square. 
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Victor Tunkel is a barrister and Senior Lecturer in Law at Queen Mary College, University of 
London. He has a lifelong interest in all aspects of Jewish music and is a keen (but amateur) chorister, 
choirmaster, cantor and koreh. 

Robert Brody began his vocal studies at Birmingham College of Music whilst a student at the 
University. On returning to London he continued at the Trinity College of Music and then with 
Benvenuto Finelli, who introduced him to the Bel Canto vocal technique. 

He has given solo recitals at the Wigmore Hall, Purcell Room, St. Martin-in-the-Fields, has recorded 
as soloist for R.C.A. and Music for Pleasure and has sung on international radio and television. He has 
obtained the certificate of Associateship of the Royal College of Music. 

Robert Brody has on many occasions been called upon to officiate as Cantor in Synagogues throughout 
England, on the Continent, in Israel, Canada and the U.S.A. and regularly conducts Jewish ~ew Year 
Holyday Services. 

Louis Garb for biography see page 27 

ROBERT BRODY LOUIS GARB 

'With very best wishes from Merle and Gerald Kreditor 
with 

Paullan and Simon' 
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Wednesday 4th July 7.30pm 
Greater London Council 

Pure ell Room 
Recital by 

Helen Lawrence - Soprano Carole Rosen - Mezzo Soprano 
Louis Garb - Tenor Louis Berkman - Baritone 

Antony Saunders - Piano 
Yiddish language consultant: Bemard Mendelovitch of the 

Yiddish Theatre Group 

Sonatina Op.38 
Allegretto grazioso 
Improvisazione: Andante liberamente rubando 
Molto vivo 

Song Cycle 'From Jewish Folk Poetry', Op.79 
a) Lament on the Dead Child 
b) The Thoughtful Father 
c) Lullaby 
d) Before the Separation 

Paul Ben-Haim 

Dimitri Shostakovich 
e) Warning 
f) The Abandoned Father 
g) Song on Indigence 
h) The Winter 

Helen Rosen - Soprano Ca role Rosen - Mezzo Soprano 
Louis Garb - Tenor A'P1tony Saunders - Piano 

INTERVAL 

King Ahaz (excerpts) Samuel Alman 
Yehoshuva - Carole Rosen Miriam- Helen Lawrence 

Naphtali - Louis Berkman Oziel - Louis Garb 

PROGRAMME NOTES 

Sonatina Op.38 Paul Ben-Haim 
This Sonatina, which was completed in May 1946, counts with the composer's most successful works; 
it opens with a typical theme in a dancing mood, which is nevertheless pastoral in character, and its 
delicate spirit dominates the movement even in its heavier episodes the recitative of the 
'Improvisazione', that forms the second movement, recalls the oboe or flute of a shepherd who gives 
free reign to his feelings, while the concluding Toccata movement culminates in a vigorous rural dance 
driven by the rhythms of the national Hora. 

Israeli Music Publications 
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From Jewish Folk Poetry Op.79 Shostakovich (1906-1975) 
(Retranslation into Yiddish by G. Bellen, Z. Livshin & J. Braun) 
Dmitri Shostakovitch's interest in Jewish subjects both musical and-non-musical is without 
precedent in Russian, and certainly Soviet music. This song cycle was written in 1948 and first 
performed. on 25th Septem~er, at the composer's birthday party. The performers were the same as 
those who seven years later, (when most of the compositions from 1948-52 could be made public) 
staged the first Leningrad and Moscow performances ih January 1955. 

The composer used original folk poems, mainly from the Dobrushin - Yuditsky collection. He was 
interested in the Yiddish language and he listened to the Yiddish intonations as the poems were read 
to him. He also, contrary to some assertions, used traditional folk melodies of Eastern Europe, 
especially in songs band e. Some elements are of a dual Jewish/Russian nature. This was helpful to 
the composer at a time of anti-Jewish attacks. 

The cycle is dominated by a leitmotive in full represented only in song c. After a tragic break in 
song f, where the converted daughter asks her lover the 'pristav' (police officer) to 'drive out the old 
Jew' - her father, the leitmotive rapidly loses its ethnic character, and towards the final song, the 
third of the highly artificial last three 'happiness' songs, turns into a parody. The transformation, 
indeed the destruction, of a spiritual world has been accomplished. 

With Shostakovich's Op.79 a new trend came to life, the New Folklore Wave, which became noted 
for its national and civic selfconsciousness. 'From Jewish Folk Poetry' more than any other work of 
art manifests the ambivalent nature of Jewish culture in the Soviet Union. It is not only a credo of a 

great artist, but a document of time. 
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'King Ahaz' 

Samuel Alman is one of the best known composers of Jewish liturgical music. King Ahaz was 
commissioned to open the Feinman Yiddish People's Theatre in Commercial Road, planned as a 
Temple of Art for the Jewish community in the East End. The opera has not been revised since its 
highly successful premiere performances in 1912. Choirmaster of the Great Synagogue, Alman wrote 
his own libretto, a passionate study of love and idolatry with a biblical setting; his effective tuneful 
music has echoes ofVerdi and Mendelssohn mixed with the fashionable French biblical operas of the 
day. The production and leading baritone role were undertaken by the Russian Jewish singer, 
Winogradoff, a favourite with Covent Garden audiences, and Mark Raphael, the distinguished singer 
and composer made his operatic debut in the role of the young boy who is saved from sacrifice to the 
heathen gods. 

The story of the opera: Oziel (tenor) and Miriam (soprano) refuse to worship false gods at the 
command of King Ahaz. They are denounced by Yehoshuva (mezzo), who has been repulsed by Oziel. 
Oziel is sentenced to death and Miriam ordered to sacrifice their son Alphalet to Moloch. Oziel flees 
and the child is saved by the resourcefulness of Naphtali their faithful servant (baritone). After fifteen 
years, Ahaz is deposed and the true worship of God restored. Oziel returns to his loving family, 
Yehoshuva is forgiven and all are united in the Blessings of the Priests. 

Excerpts 
1. Yehoshuva invokes vengeance against Oziel CAROLE ROSEN 
2. Miriam and Naphtali devise a strategem to replace the child Alphalet with a doll as sacrifice and ask 

God's help for their future safety and happiness HELEN LAWRENCE, LOUIS BERKMAN 
3. Naphtali reflects on the pleasures of life in King Solomon's days LOUIS BERKMAN 
4. Miriam rejoices that Ahaz has been overthrown and that Oziel can now return to her 

HELEN LAWRENCE " 
5. Miriam, Naphtali and Alphalet give thanks to God that Oziel can now return 

HELEN LAWRENCE, CAROLE ROSEN, LOUIS BERKMAN 
6. Oziel still in exile in Lebanon longs for the happy day when he can rejoin his loved ones 

LOUIS GARB 
7. FINALE All join in prayer to God for peace and happiness. 
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Samuel Alman was born in Sobolevka, north of Bessarabia, in White Russia in 1878 and died in 
London in 1947. H e studied music in Odessa and Kishinev. In 1905 he left Russia to fmd in Britain, 
like many of his kind, a home, a haven, and a refuge; and work. (The current greeting at that time was 
'Are you working?') He continued his studies at the Guildhall School of Music. He became 
choirmaster for many years at the Duke's Place and the Hampstead Synagogues. He also held this 
office at the Bayswater Synagogue. Now one can hardly ever meet a singer of a certain age who does 
not say with affection 'I was in Alman's Choir'. 

Mter their daily bread they hungered for food for the spirit. This Jewish Community of the East End 
conceived the idea of building a theatre for performances of plays and music in Yiddish, their lingua 
franca, for their entertainment and elevation. They got together, bought shares to pay for it and built 
'The Temple'; the name of the Feinman Yiddish Peoples Theatre in Commercial Road. There was not 
enough money for the balcony, but it opened with a flourish without one. Samuel Alman's King Ahaz 
the first Grand Opera written in Yiddish in England was commissioned for the opening and was a 
happy choice, for the composer had been much involved in the concept of the theatre. 

It was kindly received by the national press. The Sunday Times of 17th March 1912 wrote of it ~'His 
melodies are sincere, some of them really beautiful, notably the chief theme of the finale of the first 
scene and the dance song in five-four time at the end of the great scene of sacrifice. For the finale of 
the first act the composer has used an old Hebrew tune 'The Blessings of the Priests' and worked it 
out splendidly in a fme fugue, with which the opera closes. Special features of the Music are the clever 
change of rhythm and time and the telling use of three, four or five or six notes and of characteristic 
intervals which suggest Eastern atmosphere . . . . Mr. Alman proved himself a conductor of great 
ability with a quiet manner. The house was crowded and the excitement in the audience was almost as 
great as on the stage.' 

This is the work of a young man. Alman went on to compose highly acclaimed liturgical and secular 
music for the piano, organ, string quartet, and Hebrew and Yiddish songs. His two volumes of 
Synagogue Compositions have become classics. Ahaz held a special place in his affections and he 
always hoped for it to be remounted. This performance would have given him great pleasure. 

Gertrude Hardie 

Louis Berkman's love and understanding of synagogue music stems from his early life in Cape 
Town where daily synagogue attendance and study of the Talmud were an integral part of family life. 
He soon sang solo in the Synagogue in Cape Town and Johannesburg. Louis Berkman made his 
concert debut with the Cape Town Symphony Orchestra, under Sir Charles Mackeras, before coming 
to England to study at the Guildhall School of Music. The award of an Italian Government 
Scholarship took Louis Berkman to Venice, where Tito Gobbi chose the young singer to illustrate the 
qualities of the baritone voice on Italian radio. 

Louis Berkman is unusual in combining a career in concert and opera with his duties as a cantor. In 
1969/70 he made his Swiss debut, playing the title role in 'Don Giovanni' at the Stadttheater, St. 
Gallen. At the same time he officiated as cantor to a new congregation in Zurich. An engagement as 
the principal baritone with the Israel National~Opera took Louis Berkman to Israel for two seasons. On 
his return to Britain to sing in London's leading concert halls and in opera, Louis Berkman took up 
the post of Chazan to Belsize Square Synagogue, London, for 5 years. 

Louis Berkman's interpretation of synagogue music has won him an international reputation; in 1978 
he was chosen by Norddeutsche Rundfunk to sing the memorial prayer, El Moleh RachamimJ in a 
networked TV film shown in Germany forty years after Krystallnacht. 
In 1980 Louis Berkman was selected to sing the cantor's role in commemorative performances of 
Bloch's Sacred Service, held during the centenary of the composer's birth. For his singing in West 
London Synagogue and in Westminster Abbey, accompanied by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and 
the Commonwealth Philharmonic Orchestra respectively, Louis Berkman won high praise from the 
critics. His recording of this work, with the London Symphony Orchestra, was acclaimed. 
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Louis Garb was born in England. Jerusalemite Louis Garb resided in South Mrica before settling in 
Israel in 1973. He studied music and voice at the Rubin Academy of Music in Jerusalem, making his 
debut with\ the Israel Chamber Ensemble, while still a student in his third year. Mr. Garb has gone on 
to perform with the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, the Orchestra of the Kibbutzim and the Chamber 
Orchestra of Ramat Gan. In addition to many radio broadcasts featuring lieder, oratorio, Jewish art 
songs and opera, he has performed at the Jerusalem Spring Festival, the Israel Festival and the Ein 
Gev Festival. His portrayal of Nemorino in Donizetti's Elisir d'Amore won him wide acclaim and he 
has appeared in many roles with the Israel National Opera. Mr. Garb made his debut with the Israel 
Philharmonic as the soloist in Puccini's Missa di Gloria, and has sung under the baton of conductors 
Zubin Mehta, Leonard Bernstein, Luciano Berio and Alexander Schneider. 

Helen Lawrence was born in London and studied at the Royal Academy of Music and in Italy. 
She has a wide repertoire in both opera and oratorio and has been acclaimed as a singer of outstanding 
talent: The Times critic described her performance of the title role of Donizetti's Lucrezia Borgia as 
'brilliant, musicianly and grandly expressive'. Her Covent Garden debut was in 1969 in Strauss's Die 
Frau ohne Schalten and other roles there have included Woodbord and First Lady. For E.N.O. she has 
sung Santuzza and other roles in her repertoire include Tosca, Abigaille, Lady Macbeth and Amelia 
(Ballo). Her recent performance of the title role ofCherubini's Medee in the first British hearing of the 
complete original French score was hailed as a triumph by the critics. Abroad she has sung Donna 
Anna at the Ludwigsburg Festival, Germany, given concerts in Holland and Italy and toured Japan 
and South Korea with the Royal Opera. Helen Lawrence sings regularly with oratorio and concert 
societies throughout the U.K. 

Carole Rosen won an Austrian Government scholarship followed by an Arts Council grant, to 
study for two years at the Vienna Academy of Music. She has subsequently trained with Otakar Kraus 
and Erich Vietheer. She made her professional debut in the British premiere of a Swedish opera Crane 
Feathers by Sven-Erik Back which led to two BBC TV operas and a contract as leading mezzo with the 
Flensburg City Opera Company in Germany. She has since sung as guest artist all over Europe and 
her main operatic roles have included Carmen in Czechoslovakia, the Secretary in Menotti's 
pr duction of The Consul for the Israel Festival, Ulrica for English National Opera, the title role in The 
Rape of Lucretia for Scottish Opera in the Wiesbaden Festival and in Stuttgart. Equally successful as a 
recitalist and oratorio singer, Ca role Rosen was invited in 1975 to the jury of the International Singing 
Competition in Brazil where she also sang in Beethoven's Missa Solemnis and Choral Symphony. Her 
North American debut recording with CBC in Vancouver was followed by a six-week concert tour of 
the USA. Recent engagements include Bach's B Minor Mass in Zurich, Elgar's Sea Pictures at the 
Petworth Festival, three Gilbert and Sullivan Gala Concerts for the BBC at the Barbican Centre, and 
Byron Evenings for the British Council in Amsterdam and for the Edinburgh Festival. Her recent 
recording of Victoriana The Spider and the Fly with David Wilson-Johnson and Anthony Saunders has 
just been released by H yperion. She is currently working as a guest artist with Opera North and 
English National Opera, with whom she goes to the USA at the end of the 1983/84 season. 

Antony Saunders is a distinguished pianist who has earned considerable recognition as an 
ensemble musician and accompanist. Indeed, he was recently acclaimed by the press 'as much a born 
duo-player as the best we have produced.' He is an experienced broadcaster and has travelled widely, 
performing both on the North American continent and in Europe. He has made many appearances at 
festivals, particularly Aldeburgh, Bergen, Edinburgh, Flanders and the London Proms. His experience 
as a recording artist has led to contracts with Decca, Saga, Argo, RCA and Hyperion, and a recording 
has just been released on the Swiss Jecklin label with the American flautist Linda Wetherill. Until 
recently Antony Saunders was Director of the Zemel Choir, with whom he toured the USA and 
Canada and made a recording. 
'AnlOny Saunders ... provided the perfect instrumental foil ' Felix Aprahamian, Sunday Times 
( ... showed himself at home in every style and provided the evening's greatest pleasure' 
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The Spiro Institute 
for the Study of Jewish History and Culture 

3 St John's Wood Road 
London NW8 8RB 

Tel: 01 -286' 6701 

watch Q'.lt for the 

JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL 
with support of the SPIRO INSTITUTE 

A SEASON OF NEW INDEPENDENT 
WORK FROM MANY COUNTRIES 

NATIONAL FILM THEATRE 
MID OCTOBER TO MID NOVEMBER 

For further details on this and the many other activities 
in the Field of Adult Jewish Education on a wide range of 

aspects of Jewish History and Culture, 
contact Tim Kahn at the above address: 

Classes in North and South London on History, 
Literature, Art, Music, I vrit, Drama etc; 

Also NO Level courses at schools in Modern Jewish History 

, 



Sunday 8th July 7.30pm 
Bevis Marks EC3 

Bevis Marks Synagogue 
SIR MOSES MONTEFIORE ANNIVERSARY CONCERT 

A choral concert to celebrate the 200th Anniversary of his birth. 
An introduction to his life by Rabbi Dr. Abraham Levy, 

Communal Rabbi of the Sephardi Congregation. 
Presel/ted by B 'I/ai B'rich & Bevis Marks Association 

TICKET £5.00 FROM B'nai B'rith Music Festival Box Office, 1/2 Endsleigh treet, London WCI 

A CHEESE & WINE RECEPTION 6.00pm 
will be held prior to the concert at the Bevis Marks Hall, entrance in Heneage Lane EC3 at 6.00pm 

TICKET £5.00 Obtainable as above . Must be booked in advance. 

SPANISH & PORTUGUESE SYNAGOGUES CHOIR PROGRAMME 

Ex the following: 
Psalm 67 - Lamnatseach Bingeent Traditional 

Psalm 29 Mizmor Ledavid either Continental or B.Artom 

Hasheebenu - (C.G. Verrinder) 

Yim10ch - Traditional 

En Ke10henu S. De Sola 

Adon 01am - B. Artom 

Yigda1 - either Old Melody or Amsterdam 

Hashkeebenu - Traditional 

Psalm 150 - Halle1uyah (M. Moss) 

Part Psalm 118 - Baruch Haba 

El Nora Atanu - Traditional 

Service 
Afternoon 

Sabbath/Festival 
Morning 

Sabbath/Festival 
Morning 

Simhat Torah 
Shabat Bereshit 

Sabbath/Festival 
Morning 

Sabbath/Festival 
Morning 

Friday evening 

Eve of Festival 

Wedding and Eve of 
Simhat Torah 

Wedding and Eve of 
Simhat Torah 

Yom Kippur 

THE LONDON JEWISH MALE CHOIR 
will sing a selection from their liturgical and folk song repertoire, induding Russian folk songs. The 

soloist will be Eli Abt. 

Eli Abt studied singing while he was an architecture student in Johannesburg. At 22 he succeeded 
Simcha Kusevitsky as cantor at Parkview, Greenside Synagogue. He came to the Guildhall School to 
continue his studies. He has appeared at the Wigmore Hall, and in synagogues, concert halls, and on 
radio and television in the United States, Canada, Israel and Britain. 

Thi page spon ored by 
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BEVIS MARKS SYNAGOGUE INTERIOR 

ISRAEli MUSIC PUBliCATIONS LTD. 

25 Keren Hayesod St. 
Jerusalem 94188, Israel Tel. 02241377 
P .0. Box 7681 Jerusalem 91076 

This page sponsored by 
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THE LEADING ISRAEU MUSIC 
PUBUSHERS - ESTABUSHED 1952 

Music by: Paul Ben-Haim 
JosefTal, Haim Alexander, 
Jacob Gilboa, Naomi Shemer, 
etc. etc. and all types of 
Israeli music for choirs, chamber 
groups and instrumentalists 

LONDON OFFICE: 
100 new Bond Street 
London WIY 9LG 
Tel: 01-629 5454 

01-7947823 



Bevis Marks - Synagogue 
In 1656 Oliver Cromwell agreed to the open profession of Judaism in England. Before the end of that 
year, Antonia Fernandez Carvajal also known as Abraham Israel had taken a 21-year lease of a house in 
Creechurch Lane which became the first synagogue in England after the expulsion of 1290. Samuel 
Pepys visited that synagogue in 1663. Before the end of the 17th century plans were made for a larger 
synagogue to accommodate the growing Sephardi community and in 1701 this building was 
consecrated. Its general style is that of simplicity and perfect taste and it is similar to the Dissenters' 
chapels of that period. It also has much in common with the famous Portuguese synagogue in 
Amsterdam. Bevis Marks is unusual in having windows on all four sides and the only colouring is the 
blue around the tall east windows. There are 7 candelabra, 10 large candlesticks and 12 pillars. The 
thickness of the walls may be gauged by observing the width of the window recesses. The magnificent 
wooden Ark at the east end contains the scrolls of the Pentateuch or the five books of Moses. The 
Hebrew letters above the Ark indicate the ten commandments and the words above convey the 
message 'Know before Whom you stand.' August G. de Mesquita 

Traditional Sephardi Melodies 
Some of these date back to the 15th century and even earlier. Variations have been introduced through 
the 'conflict' between the choir and congregation. Many ancient manuscripts have retained the tune to 

which certain poems have been sung. Those of Ibn Gabirol are sung to a single melody. Time has 
brought other changes so that the modern rendering differs slightly from the originals. The present 
melodies as recorded in the back of Sephardi prayer books, together with tunes from among those of 
Italy and the south of France, form a complete collection of Sephardic liturgical music. Jewish poets of 
the Middle Ages expected their poems to be sung as evidenced by the many apparent anomalies in the 
metre and pronunciation. The truly traditional melodies are those used in the intonation of the reading 
of the scrolls of the law, the portions from the prophets, the books of Esther and Ruth and the psalms. 

" 
The London Jewish Male Choir Founded in 1926 by the late 1. R. Berman with its members 
drawn from all walks of life, the London Jewish Male Choir has, through the media of concerts, radio, 
stage, fllms and television, been instrumental in bringing a greater understanding of Jewish liturgical 
and secular music to the community. 

The choir has toured extensively in Britain and on the continent. They have had enthusiastic audiences 
in New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco. Many distinguished soloists both in operatic and 
cantorial fields have sung with the choir. These personalities have helped the choir to establish its 
reputation as the fmest Jewish Male Choir, not only in this country, but in the world. 

Julian Shindler began choral conducting at the age of 17 when he directed the Edgware Synagogue 
choir. His undergraduate studies took him to Manchester where he read biochemistry. Following a 
period of Talmudic studies overseas he returned to Manchester. During this time, he organised several 
local choirs and gained some valuable concert experience. It was during a period of post-cioctoral 
research at Cambridge that he succeeded Emanuel Fisher as musical director of the LJMC some six 
years ago. In this time, he has made some forty concert appearances with the Choir, several of them in 
the Queen Elizabeth Hall. 

Currently, Dr. Shindler is holder of a Kalms Fellowship at Jews' College, London, where he is 
training for the Anglo-J ewish Rabbinate. 
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Jewish Chronicle 
Every Friday 20p 

A shot in the dark? 

These days , wi th ever·nslng costs , a decIsion about 
bUYing copying equipment can be difficult 

Choose wisely and you probably won 't ne d to lend It 
another thought Make a mlsta~e and the results 
don 'l bear thinking about 
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llLUSTRATED TALKS 
TUESDAY 19 JUNE 8.00pm 

INSTITUTE FOR JEWISH MUSIC STUDIES and PERFORMANCE 
The Council Room, West London Synagogue, 33 Seymour Place, London Wl. 

Lecture organised by Sydney Fixman Founder-Director. 
WILFRED JOSEPHS, distinguished composer, will talk about his 'KADDISH REQUIEM'. 

Admission Free 

WEDNESDAY 20 JUNE 8.00pm 
Marc and Adele Blair Hall, Highams Park & Chingford Synagogue, Marlborough Road E4 

An illustrated talk by Rev. Reuben Turner 
'THE JEW IN MUSIC' 

Admission £1.50 (incl. refreshments) 

THURSDAY 21 JUNE 8.00pm 
The Wix Hall, The Central Synagogue, Great Portland Street, London W 1 

CHABAD CHASIDIC MUSIC 
Choir accompanied by traditional instruments, directed by Mr. E. Z. Gorman, with special 
participation by Cantor Rev. Simon Hass. Explanation of the historical and philosophical 
background of the melodies by Rabbi Shmuel Lew and Dr. Tali Loewenthal. 

Rabbi Yisrael Baal She m Tov (d. 1760), the founder of Hasidism, employed music to 
communicate his teaching of awareness of the Divine in every aspect of life. This musical 
tradition has been continued and richly developed by the chabad branch of chasidism. In 
hundreds of melodies we find expressionism of subtle themes such as yearning, contemplation, 
joy, the contrast between (and union of) spirituality an~ our daily world, triumph over inner 
and outer obstacles, hope in the face of oppression and awareness of the unity of the entire 
people. 

These melodies have been collected and transcribed. They are also documented in teachings 
transmitted through the generations by the chabad leaders, all of whom are noted for their 
concern for melody. 

TICKETS £2.00 

FROM Mrs Unsdorfer, The Central Synagogue Office, 

36 Hallam Street, Portland Place WI. Telephone 01-580 1355 

TUESDAY 10 JULY 8.00pm 
INSTITUTE FOR JEWISH MUSIC STUDIES and PERFORMANCE 

The ouncil Room, West London Synagogue, 33 Seymour Place, London Wl. 

Lecture organised by Sydney Fixman Founder-Director. 
ALEXANDER KNAPP - Jewish Musicologist and author of the forthcoming book on Ernest Bloch 

will talk about, 'THE JEWISH CYCLE' OF ERNEST BLOCH 
Admission Free 

THURSDAY 12 JULY 8.30pm 
Y JNF GALIL 4 Illustrated talk by Rev. REUBEN TURNER 

'THE JEW IN MUSIC' 
For further detail phone Deborah Pfeffer on 204 9911, ext 54 
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Sunday 8 July 3.00pm 
Royal Kensington Town Hall 

JNF JEWISH SCHOOL CHOIRS FESTIVAL 

Guest of Honour: Lady Jakobovits 
Guest Appearance: The Holon City Choir from Israel 

TICKETS Adults £2.00, children and senior citizens £ 1.00 
FROM JNF Educational Dept, Harold Poster House, Kingsbury ircle 

London NW9 9SP. Telephone 204 991 I, ext 27. 

Participating Schools 
Herzliya Day School - Westcliff-on-Sea 
Kerem School - Hampstead Garden Suburb 
Mathilda Marks Kennedy School - Golders Green 
Michael Sobell Sinai School - Kenton 
North West London Jewish Day School - Willesden 
Rosh Pinah School - Edgware 
Simon Marks Jewish Day School - Clapton 

The Festival is an annual event and is now held in two venues. London being the base in the south of 
England and in the north of England the Festival is hosted by Manchester, Leeds and Liverpool, in 
turn. 

12 June - 1 July inclusive 
New End Theatre, 27 New End, Hampstead NW3 

VAGABOND STARS (A MUSIC DRAMA) 
Evenings 8pm Sunday to Thursday. Matinee Thursdays 2.30pm and Sundays 4pm 

TICKETS £4.00 (plus 25p membership) (£3.50 each for block booking) 
FROM New End Box Office, Telephone 01 435 6053 

The London Jewish Theatre Company presents the story of Queen Esther written by 
Deborah Watson and directed by Elizabeth Mendleson. 

A traditional story played in the style of the early travelling Jewish players of mid-Europe. A vibrant 
and comic colourful spectacle, comprising acrobatics, dance and a live folk band. Original music by 
Stephen Endelrnan, whose music has been successfully produced on Broadway in the acclaimed 
production of Moon for the Misbegotten. 
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Provincial Events 
LEEDS 

WEDNESDAY 27 JUNE 8.00pm 
Clothworkers Hall, Leeds University, Clarendon Rd, Leeds 2 

GUEST OF HONOUR: MRS RENEE WATERMAN 
Maureen Smith - Violin lan Brown - Piano 

T ICKETS £3.00 (Students £1.50) FR M M rs Gerda T aylor, Leeds (0532) 686448 

MONDAY 3rd SEPTEMBER 8.00pm 
B'nai B'rith Room, Street Lane, Leeds 17 

Talk on the History of Jewish Music by Alexander Knapp. 
The Jewish Historical Society of England (Leeds Branch) 

Deta ils from Mrs Gerda Taylor, Leeds (0532) 686448 

BRIGHTON 
SUNDAY 1st JULY 2.30pm 

Brighton & Hove New Synagogue, Palmeira Avenue, Hove 
'THE TIME OF SINGING' 

An anthology of Jewish Songs sacred and secular. 
A summer afternoon's entertainment for all the family 

Andrea Baron - Soprano Alexander Knapp - Piano 
Chani Haran-Smith - Flute Bob Hoy - Guitar 

T ICKETS Enquire from Linda Bar~n, Brighton 0273 772402 

MANCHESTER 
SUNDAY 1st JULY 3.00pm 

King David High School 
JNF Music Festival 

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF 

. 

GEE LAWSON CHEMICALS LTD 

404-406 FINCHLEY ROAD NW2 2HR 
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THE LEO BAECK (LONDON) LODGE 
No.1593 

is proud to be associated with 

THE 8'NAI 8'RITH MUSIC FESTIVAL 

· 11 FITZJOHN'S AVENUE 
LONDON NW3 



ORATORIO 

Sunday June 10 
Alyth Gdns NW!! 

North Western Reform Synagogue 
Handel - Zadok the Priest Ben-Haim - Psalm 121, Essa Enai 

Brahms - Liebeslieder Waltzes Verdi - Nabucco Chorus 
Conductor: Vivienne Bellos 

Presented by 

ALYTH CHORAL SOCIETY 
TICKETS £1.00 and £2.00 FROM Gill Epstein 346 5821 

Monday 25 & Tuesday 26 June 1984 8.00pm 
Central Hall Westminster 

HEAR 0 ISRAEL 
by Cormac O'Duffy 

The Story of the Return of the Jews to Israel 
The New London Symphonia, Mixed Jewish and Christian Choirs 

Conducted by Sydney Fixman 

Norman Welsby - Camor Jane Rosenberg - Mezzo Soprano 
Rowan O'Duffy - Tenor Pat Browne - Tenor 

Michael Fowler - Organist Ch~rles Chilton - Producer 

SYNOPSIS 

Hear! 0 Israel is divided into three sections, symbolizing the dawn of the Jewish Nation, the 
dispersions and the Return to Zion. 

Part One proclaims the promises made to Abram in Genesis 12, the Song of Moses from the book of 
Exodus and the giving of the Law in 'Hear! 0 Israel', drawn from the book of Deuteronomy. Here 
God tells of the blessings of obedience and forewarns of the results of disobedience to the Law. 

Part Two describes the first exile to Babylon in 587 BCE (Psalm 137) and the later dispersion to the 
furthest corners of the Earth from 70 CE. In the song 'The Exiles' the mood changes to more 
modern times. The story of Israel is then played out through the character of the wandering Jew 
(Rowan O'Duffy) 'who longs to return to the land of promise' while he suffers the pains of exile in 
Russia. The advent of Zionism is portrayed in the Basle conference of 1897 with Herzl's confident 
prediction of return to Palestine 'In 50 years'. However dreams are only realised at the expense of 
suffering as the wandering Jew - now in the Holocaust - sings Psalm 22 'My God why have you 
forsaken me?' The choir now pray for God to bring about an end to sufferings. 

Part Three is introduced by joyous dance music and Psalm 122 announces the return to Israel in 
1948 and the establishment of the State of Israel. The merriment is broken by the sounds of war 
and the wandering Jew now pleads for peace and a return to God and his laws. This brings about 
the promise of the Messiah who will write His laws upon the hearts of the people and bring peace 
to Israel and salvation to the world. 

In the final chorus He declares he will come to Jerusalem and all the promises of peace envisaged in 
Isaiah will find their fulfilment in His reign and personal presence with them. 
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SYNAGOGUE SERVICES 

SHABBATSHALOM C"C' M':C~ 
Members of the public are most welcome to attend synagogue services. 

There are no special tickets as the synagogue services are free of charge. 

All men should have a head covering, and for orthodox congregations (United Synagogues) 

women should also wear a hat or headscarf, and will be required to sit upstairs separately 

from the men. In Reform and Liberal synagogues men and women sit together. 

Saturday 23 June 
Forty Avenue, Wembley, Middx 

WEMBLEY UNITED SYNAGOGUE 
Service commences 9.00am 

Shabbat service M'varachin (Blessing for the New Month). 
Includes selection from wide repertoire of traditional liturgical music. 

Minister - Rabbi Yisroel Fine Cantor - Rev. Stephen Robins 
Choir under the direction of Elkan Pressman 

This community was founded in the 1930's and the present building consecrated in 1957. Rabbi Meyer 
Berman, MBE, was Rabbi practically from its inception until about 10 years ago, apart from his 
wartime service, where he was decorated in the field. Since retiring Rabbi Berman has remained in the 
community and serves as Minister Emeritus. 

Its musical traditions were started by the first Chazan Rev. Klein and continued by Rev. A.M. Lev, 
and his colleague and choirmaster, Lew Jackson. On Yom Tov, those two friends would sing together 
from the Bimah. They started a very fine choir. Today their mantle is taken by Elkan Pressman, 
choirmaster and Stephen Robins, Chazan. 

Friday 29 Tune 7.00pm 
1 Denmngton -Park Road NW 6 

HAMPSTEAD SYNAGOGUE 
Choral Friday Night Shabbat Service. Music by Dunajewski, Mombach, Lewandowski, etc. 

Minister - Rev. Dr. I. Levy Cantor - Rev. Charles Lowy 
Choir under the direction of W W Scharf 

The Hampstead Synagogue was opened in 1892, and shortly after became a constituent of the United 
Synagogue. Since then it has been one of the most important congregations in the metropolis, always 
combining features of the ritual with modern orthodox traditions. 

Until Samuel Alman came to the Hampstead Synagogue in 1916, the service was dominated by the 
melodies of Mombach, Sulzer, Naumbourg, Lewandowski, Hast and Wasserzug. Alman introduced his 
own compositions into the service, blending Jewish content with modern harmony. These musical 
traditions have continued ever since, now under the able conductorship of Mr. Willy Scharf. 
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Saturday 30 June 10.15am 
Alyth Gdns NW11 

NORTH WESTERN REFORM SYNAGOGUE 
Saturday morning Shabbat Service to include 'Blessings' by Wilfred Josephs, 

specially commissioned for their Jubilee Year 1983 

Minister - Rabbi Charles Emmanuel Soloist - Vivienne Bellos 
Organist - Robert Langston 

Choir of Synagogue conducted by John Ringer 

Saturday 13 July 6.30pm 
Alyth Gdns NWll 

NORTH WESTERN REFORM SYNAGOGUE 
Friday evening service taken by the younger members of the community with special emphasis on the 
more upbeat musical repertoire of the choir. Alyth Kids Choir and youngsters from the congregation. 

Conductor - Vivienne Bellos, Director of Music 

The North Western Reform Synagogue was founded in 1933 and moved to its present home 
in Alyth Gardens NWll in July 1936; the second Reform Synagogue to be built in London. The 
original nineteen foundation members soon grew into a congregation and the influx of refugees from 
Nazi Germany, who were attracted by the warm welcome of the community and the familiar style of 
Progressive Judaism offered, swelled the numbers. In 1945 some 700 members attended High Holyday 
Services and today the membership totals some 3,500 men, women and children. Since those early 
days the outstanding leadership of six dynamic Rabbis and four distinguished Presidents, together with 
the commitment of the membership, has created a true Jewish community where the Synagogue is the 
centre of cultural, social, educational, charitable and religious activity. The form of worship has become 
more traditional since the early days but is never static; women participate fully in worship and 
administration; members lead and innovate at 'home' and in the wider community in many fields 
including support for Israel, Soviety Jewry, Education and Youth. In 1943 Rabbi Van der Zyl 
introduced a tradition of musical interest and excellence in Synagogue worship which has grown over 
the years and is being nurtured and constantly improved by the current Director of Music, Viv Bellos. 

Music at Alyth Alyth has a very active Music Department with several Choirs and various 
musical projects to their credit. The 'shul' choir on Saturday mornings consists of approximately 20 
enthusiastic amateur singers who lead the congregation in a varied and extensive repertoire ranging 
from the standard 19th Century composers to the modern Israeli folk tunes. 

On Friday night the singing is led by a large group of children, between the ages of 6 and 12, which 
enlivens the service and sends everyone home singing. During the week the Alyth Choral Society 
meets for regular rehearsals and after two very successful performances of Elijah in 1982 and 
JudasMaccabeus in 1983 is now working on The Creation for December 1984. In the past the Music 
Department has run a series of lectures on the History of Jewish Music, and for the Jubilee Year 
produced a tape and song book of shabbat services entitled 'The Alyth Sound'. 

The younger members of the Synagogue have put on a musical each year, and both the Kids Choir 
and the Youth Singers have given Concerts, sung in Music Festivals and enhanced many of the 
functions held at the Synagogue. Viv Bellos 
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'Blessings' by Wilfred Josephs 
It was Rabbi Dow Marmur's idea to commission a piece of music for the North Western Reform 
Synagogue's Jubilee service in June 1983, and his inspired choice of Wilfred Josephs as composer. The 
decision was taken to set only part of the service, and the Torah service was chosen as the focal point 
of the Sabbath Morning Service. Wilfrid Josephs was sent the relevant passages from our Siddur, but 
before he 'Starred work on the piece he came to see me at the Synagogue to discuss the capabilities and 
range of the choir; to look at the organ and get a general 'feel' of the building. 

He completed the work in two months during the summer of 1981, and I received the score sometime 
in 1982. Despite our chat on the limitations of my choir, the work looked extremely complex and the 
prospect of teaching it to the choir seemed very daunting. At that time I was in the middle of 
rehearsing the Alyth Choral Society for a performance of Elzj'ah, so I delayed starting work on 
Blessings, the title Wilfred Josephs gave to the work, until January 1983. 

I got together a choir of 20, made up members of the 'Shul' Choir and Choral Society. It soon became 
apparent that I would not be able to sing and conduct as is my normal practice on a Saturday
morning, so I handed the baton over to our organist, and our deputy organist took over the, at times, 
virtuoso organ part. We all worked very hard for six months rehearsing once a week. At times the 
choir despaired; it was so different from anything they had sung before, both harmonically and 
rhythmically. But gradually as the work took shape enthusiasm grew, and by the middle of May we 
realised the performance of the work was going to be a very exciting and moving experience. 

Blessings is a remarkable work bringing out the range of mood inherent in the Torah service. There are 
10 movements in all, starting with an almost mystical Av Harachamim and including some very 
exciting rhythmical treatment of passages such as Vayehi Binsoa, and Havu Ladonai and ending with 
an almost ethereal Uvnucho Yomar to herald the closing of the Ark. 

I hope this work will go on to find the recognition it deserves both in the musical world and the 
Jewish Community and that other synagogue choirs will try to include it in their repertoire; for it is 
only in the context of the service that one can judge its true artistic achievement. Let us hope it will 
encourage other composers in Anglo-Jewry to compose specifically for our Services. 

J. REID 
ESTABLISHED 1928 
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Friday 6 July 6.30pm 
51 Belsize Square NW3 

BELSIZE SQUARE SYNAGOGUE 
Friday Night Service in the style of 19th century German and other European Liberal Jewish 

Congregations. Reminiscent of that used in Berlin, Breslau and Frankfurt. Mainly compositions by 
Lewandowski. 

Minister - Rabbi Rodney J Mariner Cantor - Rev. Lawrence H. Fine 
Organist - David Lawrence 

Choir of Belsize Square Synagogue, directed by Cantor Marshall Stone 

Belsize Square Synagogue 
All synagogues believe they make a unique contribution to the Jewish life of the country in which they 
are situated. Belsize Square is no exception but in a world of unique synagogues it is 'more unique' 
than most. Certainly in Anglo-Jewish terms this synagogue occupies a distinct and significant position. 

Founded in the spring of 1939 by German, Austrian and Czechoslovakian refugees, Belsize Square 
changed its address five times and its name three times. But it never changed its resolve to maintain 
that unique blend of traditional Jewish forms in its style of service and the freedom of conscience in 
personal observance which was the hallmark of the liberal Judaism of Berlin, Frankfurt-on-Main and 
Breslau. In the words of its first minister Rabbi Dr. George Salzberger, 'Belsize Square preserves a 
moderate religious liberal tradition emanating from Germany, remaining aloof from an Orthodoxy that 
clings to every letter of the law and from a Reform which, in our view sacrifices the essential character 
of a Jewish Service'. 

The establishment of Belsize Square Synagogue was aided by the Union of Liberal and Progressive 
Synagogues and it has maintained its affiliation with th€ liberal movement of this country. There is 
however a problem of terminology as there is little relationship between the conservatism of the 
German liberal tradition and the radicalism of the British liberal tradition. 

This synagogue uses the Singer's Prayer Book and follows the structure of a traditional service 
excluding only those passages which refer to the resumption of animal sacrifices. The service is 
conducted entirely in Hebrew by Chazan and Rabbi aided by a mixed choir and organ music. The 
music of our services combines the best of the 19th century German Romantic tradition as exemplified 
by Lewandowski with the nusach of the Eastern European tradition. Torah and Haftarah are chanted, 
second days of festivals are observed and men and women sit together. One commentator recently 
commented that Belsize Square is a 'real matzo pudding'. The comparison is accepted with the rider 
that 'the proof of the pudding is in the eating'. We believe that the mixture is just about right. 

From a congregation of refugees Belsize Square did not become a refugee congregation but rather 
Anglo Jewry's only example of a conservative congregation. In achieving and maintaining that position 
all credit is due to its ministers, Rabbi Dr. George Salzberger who with Cantor Magnus Davidsohn 
served the congregation for 17 years and Rabbi Jakob J. Kokotek whose 25 years' ministry was 
supported by Cantor Rev. Josef Dollinger (with whose presence we are still blessed). 

The current Ministers, Rabbi Rodney J. Mariner and Cantor Rev. Larry Fine, are committed to 
maintaining this distinctive tradition, not as a 'museum piece' but as a living community that preserves 
a style of Jewish worship unparalleled in beauty and significance. 
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Saturday 7 July 
Raleigh Close NW 4 

HENDON UNITED SYNAGOGUE 
Service commences 9.00am 

Shabbat Service, including selection from very wide repertoire of traditional liturgical music, 
ancient and modern. 

Minister - Rabbi S Silberg Cantor - Rev. MM ~orn 

Choir under the direction of Lionel Leigh 

The Hendon Synagogue, one of the largest communities in Great Britain, in the six decades of its 
existence, has a reputation as well as many traditions of which it is justly proud. One of these 
traditions is with regard to Jewish Music. Throughout the post-war years it has enjoyed the services of 
an outstanding Chazan. First was Cantor David Kussevitsky, one of four famous brothers who were all 
great Chazanim. He was succeeded by Cantor Bernard Taube who in turn was succeeded by Cantor 
Moshe Korn, who is still with the congregation after 20 years of devoted, loyal and inspiring service. 
At all times the synagogue services have been enhanced by a fine choir, in which young boys have 
from time to time played a leading part. 

The present choirmaster, Lionel Leigh, has served in this capacity for some 26 years. In addition 
Hendon Synagogue is the home of London's two leading choirs, the London Jewish Male Choir and 
the Zemel Choir, who both meet here regularly to rehearse' every week. There is also a music society 
which affords the opportunity for music lovers to discuss and listen to a wide range of musical items. 
This musical tradition was further strengthened by the arrival three years ago of a new minister Rabbi 
Sidney Silberg, whose musical prowess is well known through the recordings he has made with his 
children in which they sing in close harmony. The harmony of this congregation can be considered to 
be entirely compatible with that epitomised by B'nai B'rith. 
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Saturday 14 July 
28 St John's Wood 

THE LmERAL JEWISH SYNAGOGUE 
Service commences 11.00am 

Choral Shabbat morning service including the whole of Ernest Bloch's Avodath Hakodesh (Sacred 
Service) composed from 1930-33 

Minister on that day - Rabbi David J Goldberg Cantor - Louis BerKman 
Organist - Tim Farrell 

Synagogue choir under the direction ofYakov Paul 

We welcome both members of our Congregation and visitors to a special choral service in celebration 
of the B'nai B'rith Music Festival on this fourteenth day ofJuly 1984 which is in the Jewish calendar 
the fourteenth day ofTammuz 5744 and Shabbat Pinchas. 

Our Synagogue is the oldest and largest of its kind in the country. It was built in 1925, but the 
Congregation goes back to 1910, when it grew out of the Jewish Religious Union (later to become the 
Union of Liberal and Progressive Synagogues) founded by Claude Montefiore, Bible scholar, and Lily 
Montagu, social worker. 

Our Service will be conducted by Desmond Feldman, who will read the first part of the service; 
Audrey Kremer, who will read the Haftarah; Rabbi David Goldberg, who will read the second part of 
the service and give the address; and, on the musical side, by Louis Berkman, Cantor, with the Choir 
of the Synagogue under the direction ofYakov Paul and Organist Tim Farrell. 

Emest Bloch whose Avodath Hakodesh (Sacred Service) provides the musical content of our service, 
wa born in Geneva in 1880 and died in Oregon in 1959, so that this year marks the 25th anniversary 
of his death. 

Avodath Hakodesh was conceived in 1927, when the composer was Director of the San Francisco 
Conservatoire, through his association with Reuben Rinder, Cantor of the city's leading Liberal 
Synagogue, Temple Emanuel, and commissioned for that synagogue by Gerald Warburg. It was 
written in Switzerland in 1930-33 and scored for baritone cantor and large orchestra. It was first 
performed over Radio Turin in 1934 and, in England, by the City of Birmingham Choir and 
Orchestra, with Roy Henderson as the soloist, in 1938. (For these data we are indebted to Alexander 
Knapp.) 

Our Prayerbook was first published in 1967, when it replaced the Liberal Jewish Prayer Book edited 
by Rabbi Israel Mattuck in 1926. The latter was this country's equivalent of the then edition of the 
American Union Prayerbook for Jewish Worship on whose text Bloch based his Avodat 
Hakodesh.Where it differs from our prayerbook, the variations are indicated in the Order of Service. 

The Pronunciation used in America's Reform (i.e., Liberal) synagogues in Bloch's time was the 
Ashkenazi or German-Jewish pronunciation of Hebrew. We have transposed the text of Avodath 
Hakodesh into the Sephardi or Spanish-Jewish pronunciation which has always been customary in our 
Synagogue. 
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Tuesday 3 July 7.45pm 
Ripley Arts Centre, Sun ridge Ave, Bromley, Kent 

Ernest Rainer - Violin Doreen Evans - Soprano 
Tom Bell - Piano Eric Bosshard - Cello 

Jonathan Zoob - Piano Sue Forster - Cello 
Janet Parris - Clarinet 

ill tire presellce of tlie Deputy Mayor & Mayoress of Broil/Icy 

Darius Mihaud Suite Interval 

Mahler 

M. Bruch 

Tom Bell 

Janet Perris 

Ernest Rainer 

Three Songs 

Piano 

Clarinet 

Violin 

Glick 

from Des Knaben Wunderhorn 
Doreen Evans Soprano 

Tom Bell Piano 

Mendelssohn 
Kol Nidre 
Susan Forster Cello 

J onathan Zoob Piano 
" 

Hebraic Suite 
for Clarinet and Piano 

Janet Parris 

Tom Bell 

Trio in D Minor 
Ernest Rainer 

Eric Bosshard 

Tom Bell 

Clarinet 

Piano 

Violin 

Cello 

Piano 

Tom Bell is a pianist who has devoted much of his time to chamber music since retirement from 
medical practice in 1980. He has studied with John Hunt in London and Rome. 

Eric Bosshard comes from a musical family in Switzerland. He started playing the cello at an early 
age all over the world. His wife is a singer and their two young sons are keeping up the musical 
tradition in the family. 

Doreen Evans studied with Margaret Ritchie and Roy Henderson. Primarily an operatic soprano 
her roles inclue Tosca, Mimi, Mozart's Countess and Donna Elvira, as well as Verdi's Lady Macbeth, 
Luisa Miller, Aida and Violetta. She is also a recitalist and music lecturer and has a particular interest 
in British music, being the Director of the British Music Group. 

Susan Forster began to study the piano at the age of eight and took up the cello four years later. 
She attended the Royal Holloway College, London University and the Royal Academy of Music. She 
has studied with Melissa Phelps, Christina Shillitoe and Florence Hooton and won the Kathleen 
Nixon Memorial Scholarship. She is now a regular member of the English Philharmonic Orchestra. 

Janet Parris F.T.C.L. Trinity College. Pupil ofJack Brymer. Teacher of Clarinet in the Bronley 
area for some years. Freelance performer in London and Home Counties. Married to Bernard Parris a 
fellow Clarinettist. 

Ernest Rainer is a violinist who has studied music in ermany and Britain. He is a retired 
I Surgeon. 

Jonathan Zoob was first drawn to the piano at the age of five. Since then his teachers have included 
Ivy Garrison, David Hamilton, Vlademar Pauer and Jeremy iepman. 

He read Music at York University where he studied with Paul Roberts. 
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Sunday 15 July 3.00pm 
Waltham Forest Theatre, Lloyds Park, Forest Road E17 

JAZZ 
A Jazz Concert fearuring rhe j.M.G. Oewish Music Group) in Original Jazz Composirions, 

Hebrew Poerry plus norable Jazz Srandards 
Presented by 

B.B: ILFORD LODGE 

TI KET £5.00 including strawberric and cream for tea 
FROM Arno1d Kaye 550 1294 

J.M.G. PROGRAMME 
(Original Compositions Indicated) 

Part One 
1. Ba Mir Bist Du Shein 
2. Yes My Darling Daughter 
3. Live For Your Dreams - Fields 
4. When Sunny Gets Blue 
5. Just The Way You Are 
6. Midnight in Moscow 
7. Who's Sorry Now? 
8. Bill Bailey 
9. I Found A New Baby 

10. I Think I Love You - Herst 
11 . I'll Follow That Man - Fields 
12. Theodore - Fields 
13. You And I - FieldslBlaustein 
14. Lady Be Good 

Part Two 
1. Eagle - Fieldsrrchernikowski 
2. Morning Song - Fields/Anski 
3. Night We Called It A Day 
4. Stella by Starlight 
5. Where Shall I Go? 
6. Rozhinkes Mit Mandlen 
7. My Yiddishe Momma 
8. Those Were The Days 
9. Forget - FieldslBlaustein 

10. Perhaps - FieldslBlaustein 
11. Dark Town Strutters Ball 
12. Pennies From Heaven 
13. Lady Is A Tramp 
14. Thirty Years Ago - Bennett 
15. Candle, Light My Way - Fields/Hammond 
16. Har Zion, Yerushalayim - Fields 

The J.M.G. Wallace Fields Pianoj Alan Bennet SaxopholleJClarilletlFfllle 
Michael Herst GuitarlViolillj Malcolm Ball Dnmls)· Lindsay Gold Vocalist 

The J.M.G. is a group of five talented musicians who came together originally as a backing group 
for a Jewish Music Festival organised by The Ram Theatre Company in June 1983. 

It became apparent that the group had potential in its own right and it W!s decided that they should 
develop their talents in new areas. Pianist and leader of the group, Wallace Fields, had been 
experimenting for some time with his original jazz compositions set to Hebrew poetry, and this 
formula provided the group with an exciting new medium and unique programme of music. 

Taking as its basis the poetry of Rachel Blaustein, Shaul Tchernikowski, Chaim Bialik and 
A. Anski, the group relates through the expression of Jazz improvisations the idealism and spirit of 
the early Zionist poets - and by so doing imparts to the audience a deeply rewarding cultural 
insight into Jewish poetry whilst providing a high standard of entertainment and musicianship. 

In order to ensure balance and to cater for the conventional jazz lover, the programme also includes 
well known jazz standards which are performed with skill, sensitivity and humour - and of which 
their swinging version of 'Ba Mir Bist Du Shein' is a fine example. 
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Sunday 15 July 7.45pm 
The Manor House, 80 East End Road, Finchley N3 

THE AMPHION STRING QUARTET 

Adrian Levine - Violin Colin Callow - Violin 
Stephen Tees - Viola Michael Hurwitz - Cello 

White wine and strawberries with cream, served during the interval, included in the price 

TICKETS D.OO Members £4.00 on-Members 

FROM The Secretary, Manor House Society, 80 East End Road N3 2SY. Telephone 346 2288 

String Quartet in B flat Op.1 No.1 

Presto; Menuetto; Adagio; Menuetto; Presto 

String Quartet No.3 

Haydn 

Bloch 

Allegro deciso; Adagio non trappo; Allegro Molto; Allegro 

Interval 

String Quartet in A Minor Op.15 No.2 Brahms 

Allegro non troppo; Andante Moderato; Quasi minuetto - moderato - allegro vivace; 
Finale - allegro non assai 

The Amphion String Quartet 
The Arnphion String Quartet has been praised by the London critics for its 'resplendent corporate 
sound and finely balanced chording' (Daily Telegraph), 'sweetness of tone and elegant style' (The Scrad), 
and 'exceptionally close tonal blend and musical rapport' (The Times). The Quartet has an extensive 
repertoire of classical and modern works. They have played at many festivals and concert halls in 
England and abroad as well as on Radio 3. In March 1984, they completed a six week thirty-concert 
tour of the USA. The members are much in demand as teachers and coaches in chamber music. 

Tuesday 12l.une 8pm 
56 Exeter Roa , Southgate 

Cantor Golding - Baritone Andrew Harris - Piano 
Sharon Appelbaum - Soprano 

presellfed by B 'lla; B 'r;rh Bell Gllr;oll (Sol/rhgare) Lodge 
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FROM THE FESTIVAL DIRECTOR 
This Festival materialised from the inspired leadership of the National President Sylvia Lewin and the 
life-long interest in Jewish Music of Rev. Reuben Turner. He had as a member of the now dormant 
Jewish Musical Council helped to promote previous Jewish Music Months. It was felt that the time 
had come to revive this feature, and to bring our musical history and traditions into the public domain. 
Our spiritual heritage is shared by so many cultures and peoples and our music is close to our 
spirituality. B'nai B'rith seemed to be the ideal organisation to tackle this, dedicated as it is to uniting 
Jews of all different shades of opinion and leanings, and to supporting the arts. All lodges of B'nai 
B'rith were invited to send a representative to the Committee, and the expertise of several experts in 
the field of Jewish Music was called upon. Mter many ramifications we have arrived at this happy 
juncture, where we can offer a wide range of significant Jewish works, performed by artists of the 
highest calibre. We hope that you will enjoy the Festival. 

My thanks go to Sylvia Lewin and Reuben Turner for their steadfast belief in what we were doing; to 
Michael Webber for laying out the basic structure; to the committee (whose names appear below) for 
coming to meetings - even when there was nothing on the table - or too much to decide about; to 
conductors Ornri Hadari and Ron Rappoport for their advice and suggestions for orchestral works; to 
all our participating artists and performers whose enthusiasm and co-operation has made my work a 
pleasure; to our Patrons who have lent their names and reputations to give the public confidence; to 
Gerald Hellman and Colin of Graphis Press Ltd, for the excellent facilities and help with the printing 
of the leaflets and programmes; to Henry Mathews for his excellent design for our poster and 
letterheads; to Janet Lloyd for excellent secretarial help at home and Wendy Grant for superb back-up 
at Hillel House; to Gerard Management for office and telephone facilities; and all others who have 
helped. 

I give special thanks to my family. My husband Ronnie has been untiring in devising ways of making 
the festival run smoothly. He is full of marvellous ideas, many of which have been invaluable. My 
children, Loren, Anthony and Karen, have been 'festival orphans' with good grace. I could not have 
done this without their help and encouragement. ~ ~~ 

BNAI BRITH MUSIC FESTIVAL COMMITTEE 

Rev. Reuben Turner, Chairman First Men's Lodge 
Greta Lissauer, Vice Chairman First Women's Lodge 
Sylvia Lewin, National President 
Denis Fishman, Minutes Sec. Ilford Mens Lodge 
Henny Lehmann, Ticket Sales First Unity Lodge 
Manfred Lehmann, Treasurer First Unity Lodge 
Henry Mathews, Design Consultant Leo Baeck Men's Lodge 
Trude Hockman, Kent Gate Joint Lodge 
Phyllis Price, Kent Gate Joint Lodge 
Regina Presser, Surrey Joint Lodge 
Ellen Dorffman, Hospitality, Leo Baeck Women's Lodge 
Rita McLellan, Leo Baeck Women's Lodge 
WaIter Sinclair, First Unity Lodge 
Barry Weinberg, Fringe Events 
Margot Landes, Jerusalem (Wembley District) Women's Lodge 
Kay Meyer, 
Victor Falk 
Kenneth Asch 
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FUTURE FESTIVALS 

We do not pretend that this Festival is comprehensive. There are many more aspects of Jewish Music 
to explore and many more artists willing and able to explore them. 

If you have not been consulted this time - please don't feel overlooked. Come to us with your ideas 
and your expertise for consideration for our next festival - possibly in two years time. 

Finances & Sponsors 
This Festival has had to find all its costs by the hard work of the committee. At times it has been very 
hard going, but we hope we have made it. We thank our sponsors and those who guaranteed us funds, 
especially the AMI Clementine Churchill Hospital and Mr. W.!. Hubert who have each sponsored 
concerts. We are grateful to all our advertisers and sponsors, as without them there could be no 
festival! We hope you will want to continue this support, next time. 

For the future 
Will anyone who would like to be associated with the next Festival, please join the B'nai B'rith Music 
Festival Society which will be the springboard. Annual Membership £5.00. If you or your firm would 
like to be associated financially in the Future Festival, we require: 
Sponsors for concerts 
Sponsors for recording music concerts 
Sponsors for a prize for a competition 
Sponsors to help with printing costs 
any other help! 

B'nai B'rith Music Festival Society " 
We thank all those who have already joined this. We hope this will be a happy association. We will try 
to co-ordinate interest in Jewish music. The members will be notified when plans are laid for any 
future festival. If you would still like to join, please fill in the application below. 
Annual membership £5.00. 

APPUCATION TO BECOME A MEMBER OF THE 
B'NAI B'RITH MUSIC FESTIVAL SOCIETY 

Name 

Address 

I am/am not a member of B'nai B'rith 

I can/cannot help with sponsorship 

I enclose £ 5.00 annual membership 

I enclose donation 

Total 

Signed 

Lodge: 

£ 

£ 

£ 

Please detach and send with cheque payable to B'nai B'rith Music Festival 
To: Mrs. G. Y. Auerbach, 22 Gerard Road, Harrow, Middlesex HAl 2NE. 
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P. S. REFSON 
& 

co. LTD. 

13 AUSTIN FRIARS 

LONDON EC2N 2HE 



.-'lLIINDX 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS lTD 

16 ANNING STREET NEW INN YARD LONDON EC2A 3HB 

TELEPHONE 01 -729 4460 TELEX 27341 

" 

MALA 
AIR CONDITIONING L IMIT ED 

ALL SUCCESS TO YOUR FESTIVAL 

130 PETHERT ON ROAD N 5 01-359 3925 

1. In accordance with the requirements of the Greater London Council: 

Persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating or to 

sit in any of the other gangways. 

2. No smoking in the auditorium. 

3. The taking of photographs is not permitted. 

4. Members of the public are reminded that no tape recorder or other type of recording apparatus 

may be brought into the auditorium. It is illegal to record any performance, or part thereof, unless 
prior arrangements have been made with the Hall management and the concert promoter 
concerned. 

FE TIVAL PR GRAMME £1.00 
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.lACOB KRAMER . 
reassessed 

The Day of Atonement ign d and dat d 1919 
ink and charcoa l 

BEN URI ART CALLERY 
21 Dean Street London W1V 6NE· 01-4372852 

31MAY-8JULY1984 

Monday-Wednesday /lam -6 pm 

Thursday Ilam -7pm 

Sunday 3 pm -6 pm 

Gallery closed Friday and Saturday 


